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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Thnky, Hay
POSTOFFIOE TO
BE GLOBED ALL Of

31, 1117

BURN

IN

s

DAY

TIME; FREEZE

DECORATION DAY

WOMEN ASKED
TO MARK MEN

#

NIGHT TIME

IN THE SOUTH FIND
WAKMBB THAN WHAT

BOYS

Board of Boview township of Hoi*
land will most on Tuesday and Wed*
aeaday, June 5 and 6 and the following
week of Monday and Tueaday. June 11
and 12, from 9 A, M. to 4 P. M. at the
residence of the Ifcipervisor,or John Y.
Huicenga.
JohnY. Huiaenga,
John Van Appledonr,

Certificates of

ONE COLLECTION OF MAIL AT
O’CLOCK 18 ALL THAT WILL
BE TAKEN.

30,00a SOLDIERS

,

AT
IT

SHERMAN SAID

MAYOOME
TO HOLLAND

WITH ARMLETS

TAKES GOTERIMWOMAN’S CLUB OF GRAND HAV- COMMITTEE
MBNT OFFICIAL OVER THE
EN F ASSES UPON ORDER OF
PROPOSED CAMP AND HI
IS MUCH IMPRESSED
CENTRAL OFFICES
WITH SITE

Carroll Van
No Stamps Will bs Sold; Employes Wli
Not Bo at Work To-

Beposit

Ark Wrltnr From

Bagla

Past, Taxaa; Gives Description
of Climate and

morrow.

Factorise to Donat*; Flans As Sunpvt-

Waa Given a

•d Is Fully Approved

Bumxmdlngi

Approved Locally
Postmaster Wm. 0. Van Eyck inform
ns that the postofflce will be closed al

A

Flab Dinner and a Ooo4
Time at Hksal lank. Mr. Landwthr’e Country Hon*.

very interestingletter from Car

Captain C. 8. Dooley of the Quarter- 4
master’s department, stationed at Chirence with order* issued from the Cen- cago was taken in tow by a committee
one collection of mail will be m^e froit
Members of Board,
1123
method for takfaf care of
the boxes at 5 o’clock P. M. The city
tra! Military Camp Aseociation at Chi- consisting of A. H. Landwehr, B. B.
-o
money that lm» already 4een
letter carriers,rural mail carriers aa
Champion and B. A. Mulder, whet he
cago, the Woman’s Club of this city
accumulated. Certifiate* of
well aa the office force will have a day Their experiences are worth reading
arrived to look over Holland ’• prospecOn and after June 15, price of Pam
will take up the work of preparing tive site to accommodaU bet wee* treadepoait are cash on ^maad,
of rest on Decoration day.
and follow:
.House paint (guaranteed by manufacNo deliverieswill be made in either
and they draw Interest if left
khaki arm bands for all men who regie- ty and thirty thousand soldier* who will
turers) will be $1.75 per gallon. Until
. Eagle Pass, Texas,
be brot here for training,should Holeity
or
country.
The
lobby
of
thg
six months or over.
date our priee la still ll.W per gal*
Dear Friends, Knights of the Pen and ter on June 5, in •rind Haven. These
land be fortunate enough to be ehooea
Federal buildingwill be open until noos
• Ion. Now is the time to stock your
... Praam—
- —
honor bands will be distributed by as the desired location.
and those who have postofflce boxes
requirements. A. Peters 5 and 10 cent
Greetings from this planet to you.
Mr. Dooley wae taken to the rite la
Carry inf cash in your
key* wiU.be aW« to get their mail. No
*tore and basair, East 8th 8t. corner
We are all convinced that Eagle Pass, members of the Woman’s elub at all
otters
need
apply.
No
delivery
winnn automobile and the committee did
pockets la a dangerous thief
Central
4t24
Texas, is not included in the first verse -the polling stations named in the regdow will be open nor will any stamps
three hour* of constant tramping over
luif of
Betides, there la *• feeli
of the Bible, for just one reason,— the
hills and through woeda fa order to
be sold at the post office windown
rw tot
4 vistrationinstructions.
WAWTEID— Oirl to work in widower’s
Sun. Old Sol is right above us al) the
pride la a Certificale of depomorrow.
give the government man a thorough
home. yafH-fOTweek. Good home.
Suggestions urged by the department
time
during
this month, and this clisit that represents
idea of what Holland has te otr*r. Mr,
Formerly
the office remained
- Aadfess
818 E. 7«th 8t.
« bTJ.
B. J. Efting,
Ef
mate for newcomers can warcely be are these:— §
Dooley said that the {iropoeed tit*
until ten o 'clock on legal* hollda;
have placed in the hunk. You
* Chicago, Illinois.
but this has been changed for tomo
would make an ideal camp grounds tad
omorl
Want Halp ef Women.
have pat h in away from temp— o
the objection which the committeethat •Tii
row
and
instead all the postoilee unr
WANTED— itroog,
of
tation to spend it,
This official deciaion by th»«e na- would be a handicap proved to be just
pfoyeea will be lined up in tl
the paradd
good habits orsr 21 years old for atof Iota.
tional organiaationsemphasises the im- the thing the government wants, lawd-j
at about that time.
tendantsat Ionia SUto Hospital
' In common with other people, the
portance of conferring this mark of W umdy soil. Mr. Dooley laid that this
Good wages. Tsraonal application
kind of toil takes op the eiolstur* very
postofflceemployees should be given
preferrabls..Othorwtooftrs ago,
honor on all who register. We, there- quickly anil consequentlymake* a
the privilege of spending n hoUday
hieght, weight, prnloua occupation
With their familiesand it Is hoped that
fore urge all Division and Branch com- healthierand cleaner camp.
and^tamoe of rofsrsiicoi to Eugsno
1 Uncle 8am may make this a 'permanThe government reqnlree about *500
Owne, General •upsnrlsoT, Box 491
mittees to' use their utmost endeavors
acres and thii ia available.It aeodf
ent regulation at least on the big holto ro operate with all organisations
Ionia, Michigan.
idays of the year.v
i
a good rifle range with high hUl* to
that can in any way furtherthe success
IHE FIRST STKTF
shoot against. This the rite ha*,
Nearly
100 per cent of the mail cai
FOB SALE— AT a bargain; a tenof the undertaking. The women can be
fact better than any other range ia tbe
wait until the following day and gw
especiallyy depended upon for active
room house with bath, hot water heat*
the state. It must have a five-mile
ing to the post office for business mail
co-operation.
ing system. Lot 59x118 ft. cor. Colcannon range with high hills
when it cannot be disposed of, is n nuisEnough arm bands should be pro- get.
lege avenue end 14 8t. Call quick
The Holland rite has the
ace to the receiver. Time was when
vided to insure one for every man regideal cannon rani
if you wish to snap up a bargain.Inone-half the population of Holland pa From laft to right: Carroll Van Ark,
ge to be found
istering.
Factories
where
sewing
mawhere, starting
raded to the postofflce at noon of n Sun- Fred 0. Do Jongh, Cornelius Doeker,
»|f within a few miles of
chines are used will undoubtedly conhigh bills nlong Lake
tho pike the high
day, crowding and jostling to get ti Harold Lage, Elmer Jewel, Peter Prim,
tribute to their city's expression of
Michigan are plainly visible and Mr*
the clerks’ windows. Since this has James O.Weerslng.
honor by utilisingtheir forces for
Dooley said that those conditions eould
been done away with no one think* of called either heaven or earth by the
hemming the bands. Where factories not bo found better.
mail ou Sunday and no one it ineem most broad minded. But all the oldare not available the arm hands can
There are two large fields, one mile
venienced thereby.Besides the business timers here sVe smiling broadly at our
be made by women's organisations.
man has nothing to worry him until necks and faces; not that they them- Any khaki colored cloth will answer wide and two and one-half miles long
Monday morning. On the other hand selves would provoke mirth but now the purpose.• The material should be that would answer ss drill ground*
There is a great deal of second growth
love letters <;an wait because Jt is said our features represent so much beefcut 3 inches wide hv 18 inches long;
“absence makes the heart Aow fon- steak. Tonight I will lay me down thia when hemmed all around will make timber that will have to be cut dowa
der."
but not to rest. You wouldn’t know a finished band about 2 inches wide and which seemed to be a small considers*
tion.
me. How this place got its name has 17 inches long. Wherever it is possible
The thing that Mr. Doolev especially
MBS. WM. BOSMAN SERIOUSLY ILL been a source of conjecture,the most
to arrange for this badge of honor,
1 mpfassed on tlie committee^ mind was
feasible offered being that no eagle publicity should be given to tke plan
itter of transportation,altho it
Mrs. Wm. Bosman of Grand Ha
wa» ever seen to, stop,— they all pass, through the press. A committee riuuld
It,s a business
that the Pere Marquette hn«
formerly of Holland, it very criti _
again showing their wisdom. That !s be stationed at each polling place to
promised transportationno matter where
ill at Butterworthhospital where)
the way we feel as we rub our necks pin the arm band on men as they registhe site might be located along their
has been subject to a serious opera '
ter
is
with eutlcura salve. But when our ter.
line. A track wonld have to be built
Mrs. Bosman was formerly Miss
akin is toughened, it going to resemblo
Thia plan has the full approval of
Huntley of Holland.
Uto'pia,
this
same
Eagle
Pan.
That
U
Major General Crowder, VHfc An
loss or
Mrs. Harry Nesbeth of Garret, Ind . not a strange statement. Remember,
Provost Marshal in charge of camp rite and no doubt the Holland InT) __ i j
Mrs. Dr. Jas. B. McCracken of Neder- we wore our overeoat* rtie day we left
registration.Please do all you can to
terurban would also electrify Its line In
land, Colo, and Arthur Huntley of Pe- Holland, and just a week later found
make It a complete success.
som* way to the camp of the soldien.
toskey, sisters and brothers of Mrs. us drillingseven hours a day in the
;o:family, friends
It is the intention of the government
Bosman were in Holland Sunday am Texas sun. Four fellows of another
to lease tbe property for five years and
are now in Grand Bapids awaiting de troop fainted.Today it wasn’t so bad;
possibly a permanent camp may be esassovelopmeuts.Mrs.McCracken,who is
A
we are wearing brown glasses for tho
tablished.
trained nurse, is constantly at Mrs. strong light and when this peculiar
In order to get some conception of
Bosman *s bedside.
CAN
GET
ENOUGH
WILD
FLOWburning sensation is over, we’ll be
whit is required in n camp of 80,000
ERS TO COVER CEMETERY
quite satisfied.At night we almost
men Mr. Dooley said that the first thing
freete; can you realixcit! Burn for
portrait.
John Kooyers, Park Commissioner, that would be put up would be two hun12 hours and freere the other 12 is our
dred buildings between two and three
program. It cools off wonderfully dur also looks after the flower end of Decorhundred feet long. The freight that
ation
Day
each
year.
The
unseasonable
EDITOR OF THE ANCHOR 18 ALSO ing the night towards morning one weather makes the early flower crop at would have to he taken over to enmn
wants two blankets.We go to bed
A FINE ORATOR
each day after it was establishedwould
about 10 o’clock with one thin blanket least three weeks late, in fact there
be twenty cars, 130 cords of wood
are
no
garden
flowers
to
speak
of.
But
over us and wake up later because w*
Walter Scholten won the first place
would be used every 24 hours. There
n.ooyera found a way out. He
are shivering. This morning one of my John Kooyera
in the Raven oratorical contest last
should bo a fifteen minute car or jitney
feet was numb and stiff,—chilled thru. has gone out in the country and he
evening, James John Bnrggraaffwon
servicebetween the camp and Holland
Today we drilled all morning, half and his assistantshave gathered wagsecond place and James Stegeman,Jr.,
to accommodate tbe shoppers. Tbe
of the crowd riding for the first time. on loads of wild flowers and these have
won third place. At least two hundred
camp will take a million gallons of
been
formed
into
beautiful
bouquets
to
One of the Holland boys rode but we
listenedto the differentorations given
be placed upon the graves of the boys water each day and twelve thouaand
will tomorrow. Part of the 14th caval
Holland. Michigan
by the Hope boys.
kilo-watt hours per month of electric*
ry that has been out on detachment for in blue. What could be more approTho judges were Attorney J.^f. Clark
ity. No doubt the water will be pump*
priatef
a month, going 80 miles up the Bio
19 E. 8th
UpStairs
of Zeeland, Bev. Clarence Dame of CalMr. Kooyers said that if he had the od from a pumping station put up by
Grande, returnedthis afternoonand
ary church, Grand Bapids, Prof. J. W.
the government and the fact that pure
the rest will return tomorrow. We time he knows where he can get wild
Beardslee,jr., Wynand Wichers and
water can be found within fifteen feet
will be given their horses, already flowers enough to completely cover the
Prof. G. B. McCreary.
of the surface in abundance waa not at
^
trained, and they will be given re
all unfavorable in behalf of Holland ’a
•o:
mounts. (Next day. a sandstorm came
IN
COMMERCE site.
up and blew out the candle among its
Tho climate too will cut considerable
MEETING.
AT
other pranks, and I crawled into a
figure in locatinga camp, said Mr. Doosandy cot in the dark.) This morning
SWAN MILLER BAYS WILL FOL- we drilled from 7 to 11:30 on foot, There will be no Chamber of Com- ley. He was told that the winters along
the lake were at least ton degrees
l^ow the whistle haw blown and I merce meeting Friday as has been adLOW GOVERNMENT REGULA
warmer than it was further inland. Mr.
vertised.
There
are
so
many
other
pamust run for afternoon drill. (At 4:10
TION.
Dooley said this would also bear conP. M.) We have ten minutes rest before triotic meetings scheduled that the
siderable weight in the camp selection.
Chamber
does
not
wish
to
conflict
with
another
drill.
It’s
some
Hfe
we’re
New piers and dockage will be placed
The beautiful bathing bench on Lake
near the so-called Skinner boat livery leading. You see when we do write other plans already made.
Michigan wae also pointed out to Mr.
at Macatawa. The government has letters it takes a good part of our spare
Dooley, which is very essentialto camp
made out specificationsto follow and time. The intensive training we are
IS
life.
Mr. Miller of the Macatawa Resort getting is in sharp contrast to the us18-YEAR
After the site had been gone over
Company will see to it that these are ual program here. The lieutenant re
thoroughly
the committee took Mr.
viewed us this morning and gave a
placed in accordance therewith.
STOLE WATCH OF Dooley on a night-seeingtrip about tbe
This will make the popular fishing stiff drill just before dinner on the BOBBER
city, gave him a fish dinner, took bim
MISS JENNIE BANTERS GETS
place still more popular and safe. The parade ground. LieutenantDempsey
to the resortsafter which a quite hour
LONG
TERM
work will begin at once in order to be said, “Pretty good," at the closd of it,
wae spent at Mr. Landwehr ’s country
completedwhen the resort season so we are looking for our horses to be
opens.
given out on Thursday, Last evening
La Crone, Wis., May 27— Fifteen home, Hatel Bank.
Mr. Dooley was especiallyimpressed
The boat houses to the south of we all walked out on the big bridge be- yearn in state priaon wai the penalty
with the religiousand educational enthe docks are also being repaired and tween Mexico and the U. 8. Tho guards meted out by Judge Higbee on Saturvironmentsin and about Holland. He
a wider cement walk is being laid to will allow soldiers to go only 100 yards day to John Schaefer, confessed banMked if Holland had a segregated dUaccomodate the autos that go to the this side of the middle, where one can dit, who held up panengersin a Northsee the white post in the center mark- Western Pullman near Spart on May trict where bad women are kept. Ho
park.
ing the internationalline. After 7 P. 2. Schaefer, the man who masked him- also asked all about Holland’s saloona
M. no one is allowed to cross over into self and plundered the train single and on both of these questions the com>UjE
the U. 8. without a special pass. A handed, intended to fight the charge on mittee could give a very flatteringacI
bridge toll oi
of o
5 ceniB
cents is collectedfrom an insanity piea,
out cnangea
mina count of Itself- Mr. Dooley said that
plea, but
changed nis
his mind
every one crossing,to pay the private on Saturday and entered a plea of guil- it i» * very larRe cons
TAKES PLACE TONIGHT IN WIN corporationi that built
built the structure. | ty.
It does not mean lack of confidence in your wile to
ty. Schaefer
Schaefer is
is a
a resident
residentof
of Marinette.
Marinette, I government in th«_selectm or
ANTS CHAPEL AT EIGHT
“ pical Mexicans with their burros Wis., and has served in the United to have its young men in » rielfjty0
this Trust
executor of your estate.
O’CLOCK
i two-wheeled carts are common here States Navy. This is the robber who
and are continually plying back and took a watch from Holland’s City LiJt does meanlhot yon Have taken every posible preThis evening at 8 o’clock the spring forth over thb bridge. From the bridge brarian, Miss Jennie Kanters.
know if our pollt. uod .horUf’i fore,
term recitalof the College School of we went to a atore for a blue handkercaution !o safeguard her interests and relieve her of
wore of .uch t.llb.r th»t th.y «ouW ooMusic will take place in Winants chief, the kind the cavalry use*. The
There
will
be
a
stereopticon
address
a care, the burdens of which she is ill equipped to
Chapel. Several interestingmusical clerk palled remarks in English, Span by Rev. J. F. Bowerman of Holland in oporate wih tho gov., umeot lo. tamp
offeringsmay be looked for.
bear. You thus bepr testimony of your appreciatish, German, and French and we walked the Methodistchurches of Grand HaOf special intereston this program out with mouths open for aid. Ha look- en and Spring Lkke, Tuesday evenin
ion of her when you make (his company your exeis the number entitled“Beflectious in ed like a common "Mex." Tonight at Grand Haven at 7:30 ana WednesMr. Dooley,
cutar.
'the Water," to be played by Miss we are going uptown to the showp, as day evening at Spring Lake at the same fame and bad aaloons.
wm
alio
vary
mu.k
tapte»od
aid
Nella Meyer. The composer, Debussy, we have from retreat (5:30) on to our- hour. The pictures shown are the
Send for Blank Form of Will and Booklet
who belongs to the ultra-modern French selves. Some of the boys are going to most beautiful to be secured from the prlU to heir of M <«* «>«“• 1d *
on Descent and Distribution of Property,
•chool of impressionists,
is perhaps the the Y. M. C. A. building upon the hill foreign missionary fields. There will bs
most tnlked-of composer of the day to the south where the infantry is & free-will offeringat each service.
He usea the whole-toned acale aa a basin camped. There they have a piano, a

---
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ire a convenient an* profitable
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Memorial Day tomorrow. Bu

Van Ark, who with Seven other
young Holland men are stationed in
Eagle Pass, Texas, is found briow.
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and producessome very unusual am

victrola,

startlingeffects.

ker from Holland, hne a fine chance to
be made bugttr of our troop. He has
to appear tomorrow for trial and be is
almost eertain of getting it.
For thia spasm, it i* enough. Be
good, children and take no Canadian
money. It isn’t worth a cent here.

-

Admissionis free and a cordial invl
tation is extended to all interestedin
music.

-

:o:

FOB BALE— Bay team

of 5 year old
hones. G. J. Johnson, East 8augatuck, B. B. No.

I

movies and boxing. Bolv Dos*

Carroll.

constructedwith the other ritee tbw »*• 1 * 1
on the sand table at the armory. There | posed in the etata
g
are two stylea and from the model an
TTiomas Eastman who has boan ill for
idea can be formed how the soldier* ef
the allied armies live and fight It Is
attractingmuck interestespecially
ment.
among tbe soldier*.
a miniature trench hks been

of

*

'

A01

r

nouana

TWO

Cily /Vea§

m

All Is Ready for tho Big Panne StartHim
their refuge tnd strength and their
IT 18
very present help in trouble.
AH
Wit.
Ood ia not an indifferMt spectatorof the Memorial Day demdtttration WedOTIC TO
this destructive conflafratioa that is nesday have performed their duty well
devastating the world and that has th.n far and if the weather maa ia good
LARGER FAIR
gotten beyond the control of man. It and givea Holland lt> usual Decoration iWILI* have
THAN EVER BEFORE AT
ia He that must subdue the angry pas* Day leather conditionsthe whole affair
ALLEGAN
sions; it ia He that must change the will prove a grand sncceaa.
The fifteen marshals headed by John
that must bring those who have goneAllegan Gazette— Because the Holmad to their right senses; it is He Uomfield know what woik ia out out for
land fair associationdecided for eom«
whose voice must be heard above the them and the heads of the separate direaaon to abandon their fair next fall|
din of oattle and the thunder of ar* visions have been instructedand know
it was rumored here thle week that
Millery, above the pitious wailing and their differentduties and lika soldiers,
there would be no fair in Allegan, and
^groaning of the suffering millions.
those dnties will be carried out by them.
The decoration committeewhich is n this caused many inquiries.
As God lives, the Holy and Just, the
It twas reported in a G. B. paper that
Merciful and Mighty, it seems to me large one will make beautiful, Holland’s
OP MARCH AND PROGRAM FOR
18 COMPLETED. it cannot be otherwise than thit, what- principalstreet, with flags and bunting the Holland fair was abandoned for
“purely patriotic reasons.”That made
ever the selfish designs and proud pur- and the parade will wend its way thru
the Allegan officers wonder if as a matMAYOR ISSUES PROCLAMATI ON.
STARTS VERY
poses of men may be, He will see to it these patriotically decorated lanes next
ter of patriotism they should to. That
that out of the horrible and involved Wednesday morning.
was done this week and no one was
Promptly at
o’clock sharp
The
street
on
which
each
division
is
tragedy will come resdlts commensurfound who thought abandonment would
ate with the inestimable sacrifice, and to form, the line of march, the program
citli'r be wise or pitilotlc. All said we
that the world will see of the travail of in Centennial Park and the decoration
should have a fair and the best one
its soul and be satisfied.In ibis con- ‘ service at Pilgrim’s Home Cemetery, in
possible.In this year of all yearo, when
fidence let us be strong and show our- i fact the entire order of things on Mothe nation is begging for great* agriculsel
ves
1
morial
Day
follows
below.
Memorial Sunday Ushers in Week with Appropriate Services at Hope Church.
tural efforts and results, the fair should
do all it can to encourage and help, and
Dr. Ame Vennema, President of Hope College Gives Impressive
it is the natural target and goal of
many aims and efforts. So let it be
plain— H. J. Veldmau
President — Mayor John
ChaplainAddress. Soldiers March to Place of Worship in a Body
known ^at Allegan County Fair assoOrator— Bev. J. TallmadgeBergen, D. D.
ciation. ure going ahead with their fine
Reader— Miss Vera
Marshal—John HomfleM
plans and Mil arrange for the best posAssistant Marshals— Carl Bowen, Dr. J. J. Mersen, Thos. N. Robinson, John E.
Boone, J. Erickson, fieth Nibbelink, A. C. Keppel, Fred Boone, Will Brouwer, sible weeAf agriculturalexhibit, entertainment, and recreation. The offiHenry P. Zwemer, Dr. W. G. Winter
cers will start this week the work of
COMMITTEES
issuing the annual premium list, and,
like everything in connection with the
Executive— F. J. Congleton, C.E. Drew, C. Bowen, U. atoomwV, 0. ^ niiSchelveu fair, it is hoped to make it just a litFinance— Ben Brower, J. Arendshorst, H. Van Tongeren, Dr. M. J. Cook, Win
li-him,.’ better than that of any
their bewilderment be driven to

ALLEGAN DON’T

tSSMSaSi

DECORATION DAY TO BE MEMOR-

BELIEVE
PATBt
NOT HOLD FAIR

A

ABLE DEMONSTRATION

JN THE CITY OF HOLLAND
UKB

GOSSIP

ZEELAND
Corie Coburn of Grand Rapids was
in Zeeland on bnsineee Saturday.

Bernie Herdes of Grand Rapids is
visiting with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.

THE DAY

Gerrit Buter, who ie employed in a
drug store at Kalamazoo spent Sunday
visiting with his parents on West Main

PARADE

street.

ten

men!

OFFICIALS

Vandersluis

Keppel

Day Proclamation £

Decoration

harmony with the proclamation of our Governor)
1 would unje upor all our citizens that this year we ob-j
iserve this day in an especial way as w?e have special rea-J
Isons for- making this day especially memorable not only
iin memory of our hoys who have laid down their life for]
itheir country but also because of our boys who have so]
In

1

[recently enlisted in defense of the hflnor of our flag.

we have observed

Lawrence
Kooyers
Moomey, J. W. Kelley, Frank Smith.
Entertainment—R. B. Champion, A. Poatma, E. if. Stephan,Dr. 0. W. Van
Verst, W. 0. Van Eyck
Conveyance—J. JX’apnon, Will Olive, 0. T. Haan, J. Lokker, J. E. Boone
Decorat ing^-Will H. Orr, M. A. Sooy, John Biemersma,Cecil Huntley, Henry
Meengs, A. F. Sirrine, Boy Klomparens.

Red Cross. Let all business as far as possible be]
M suspended and let us make this rather a Holy Day rather]
|tban a holiday. Make a liberal display of our beautiful]
lof the

Thu u

prove to be one long to

M

VANDERSLUIS, MAYOR.

memorial week and it

drawn into the awful struggle.
If now in this national emergency
be remembered.

the retiring generation,too old to fight,
should speak to the younger upon whom
(pedal significanceowing to the great the responsibilityof carrying on this
-vrxrnn which this nation finds itself in- war must rest, I believe it would be in
languagemuch like that of David ;o
volved.
Solomon— Be ye strong and show yourThe week was ushered in with appro- selves men.
yourselves men of intelligent
conviction. There are upon the firing
Ame Vennema, President of Hope Colline and in the trenches of Europe to, lege gave the memorial service in which
day, admittedly, thousands upon thouUbe <3. A. B. and W. R. C. of Holland' anda of men who do not know what
they are fighting for. Like herds of
'tnd vicinity participated.
poor, dumb, driven cattle they go to
Long before the hour designated fjr death under blind compulsion, they sacrifice themselves and all they have, and
the services to begin the Boys in Blu* for what they know not— they simply
Regan to congregate at G. A. B. Hall have to.
.-and in a

body

Chief Marshal and Mounted Platoon
First Division — Carl E. Bowen, Ass t Marshal
Holland Cornet Band. Fire Department. U. 8. PostofficeForce. Mayor and
City Officials.Officials of the Day. G. A. R. in Automobiles.Woman’?
Relief Corps. Holland Marshal Band. United Spanish War Veterans.
DiochargedU. 8. Boldiers and Sailors. Holland Cadet Corps. Boy
Scouts.
Second Division— Dr. J. J. Mersen, Ais’t
Zeeland Band. Public Schools. Christian School. Beachwood School. Hop?
College.All Lady’s Organisations
Third Division — Thos. N. Robinson, Ass’t
Elks Band, All Fraternal Organisation*.
Fourth Division— John E. Boone, Ase’t Marshal
FennvilleBand and all IndustrialOrganizations. Holland Factory Drum Corps.
Business and Professional Organizations.

will

DecorationDay this year will be of

priate service at

PARADE

this

flag.
ft
Hope church where Dr.

this venerable

Show

rganiza

As we are now but just standing on
rtion of brave men, marched to the the threshold of our war period, let it
be clearly settled in our minds what
teburrh edifice where places had been the issues are, why we allow ourselves
reserved for them.
to be so heavily taxed and our sons
and brothers drafted into military serThe church was well filled wnen service. To have an intelligentgrip of
vices began. An appropri .tf program of the situationwill stimulate patriotism.
<

music was rendered and the sermon Ly

Vennema was

most impressive. Ex-

PROGRAM OF EXERCISES
Centennial Park, 11:00 A.
Music

-------------

-------

Opening Remarks.

—
...

.......

—

—

—

Music

M.

Holland Concert Band
Mayor John Vandersluis
.................................
Rev, II. J. Veldman
.Miss Vera Keppel
Holland Concert Band

......................
......

.............

.................. ..........................................
...

Not for gain or glory, not for the Invocation ...............
........ .............
acquisition of power or territory,not Proclamation of the Governor...
..... ....................
. ...............
...

*

.........

Addreso.

...........................
.

......

America .....................
....

wrongs have proved unavailing.The
offending nation has not heeded our
protest or kept its promises.Insult
stated that at every point of time the
was added to injury, until patience
•representatives of two generations
ceased to be a virtue and our national
-wiftt upon the stage of being. When
self-respect and self-preservation
seem«ach generation takes counsel with
ed to demand that we resist unto blood
that which has gone before and interthe provokingaggression of an impu-

to

the Veterans of the Civil
and Spanish-Americanwars, he

ests itself with that which comes after
dent imperialism. It is hard to undertrumanity will be enriched and the
stand how a person with a clear knowlworld ’« fund of wisdom and knowledge
edge of the situationcan fail to have
And achievement will be constantly ina deep conviction of the justiceof our
creased.
cause and of the necessityof the course
The passing gensration today looks entered upon.
with deep and tremendousconcern opFurthermore, the need of the hour
en the condition of the American na- is for men of consecrationto high ideals
tion and of the world. We are living while ia this war we are most imIn troublous times. Not a nation or mediately and directly concerned with
two, but the world is at war. What the the matters just named, there are other
real causes of this almost world wide considerationsthat force themselves upembroilmentare is not publiclyknown
the minds of the thinking
«en now. The instafitor seems to be a people of America.
mere handful of influential and designOur interests are broader than tho
ing men.
boundaries of the nation and more
But things are happening. The old abiding than this present age. While
order of things is crumblingto pieces we are fighting,shall we not strike
Thrones are tottering on their founds' also for the larger and higher things!
tions. Long existing dynasties are Shall the spirit of militarism be allowcoming to an end. Democraciesare su ed to dominate the world! Shall it
pereedingautocracies.Nations are ever be possible again for the greeJ
born or reborn in a day. This war is a and ambition of the few to throw the
great leveler, and the common people whole work! into such fearful dis-mre coming into their own. Whether order! Shall we not champion the
-•'the promoters of this unspeakable horright of existence of the weaker and
ror are any nearer to the achievement defenselessnations! Shall we not aim
of their original purpose than when at the formation of a federation of na•they began, and whether some of the tions, or as Vivianl of France calls It,
things that have resultedare a part of “the establishment of the United
'their program, or mere by-product®that States of the World!” Ought lot the
have developed in spite of them, who interests of humanity to receive our

on

earnest attention!Men

tellf

who

are con-

But this is certain— the price is ap secrated to these lofty ideals will prove
palling. Never before has the earth themselves to be not only true patriots
oeen so drenched with blood. Never but eminent philanthropistsas well.
Finally,wo need men of strong faith
has human life been counted so cheap
or human bodies by the million been in the living God. While everything is
we wantonly butchered.Not since shaking and uncertain we need sometcreation has there been crowded in thing firm to ding fast to. The only
Ithe brief space of three years so much throne that is not tottering is tho
morrow and sufferingand desolationand throne of Ood. The only government
Sutit-breaking. Not since God made that is stable is that of the kingdom
•nsa has there been such an outburst of of His Son. We need men today in
•maRce and wickedness and brutality the chair of the president,in the cab•;nnd satanie madness. At no time be- inet of the nation, in the houses of
fore did the flames of bell burst forth Congress, in our state legislature,diwith such fury is scorch the fhee
recting our Army and Navy, fighting
of the whole earth. Ami the ead is not
yet. Saddest of all— so it seems to ni our battles on land and sea, and stayaow — may the future prove it to be ing with the stuff at home, who believe
best of all, the war clouds which for in the living Ood, acknowledge Him
i|A a half years have bung so
in all their ways, and iook to Him to
over our own land have at
and Americh has heea direct their stops. Lot tho nations ia
.

.

.

„hv

t

Miss Lillian Smith who Las been
employed in Portland, Michigan, \irrived here Saturday for a few weeks
Itay with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Pant.
Dr. H. Vanden Berg of Grand Rapids
was in Zeeland on business Saturday.
The Sophomore class of Zeeland High
School were entertained JSdtnrday evening at Jamestown at the home of Rufus Van Noord, a former member of
the class.

Funeral services were held Tuesday
for Cornelius Ver Beek, who died at
his home near Oakland.

Henry Tymes, Adrian DePree and
Will Schipper, who are attending the
Normal at Kalamazoo arrived here on

5# -ii

previous year. It would Deii
the excellentplana for the fair of 1917
should for any reason be abandoned.
Contracts for the finest of free exhibitions were signed months ago, in order
to get the very best, and other favorable contractsand agreements are in the
hands of the officers.No, Allegan is
going to have the best fair we have
had in many years, specially if the
weather man is kind.

BaturuV 1” a

brief §t*7 wltb

Na-

tives,

Bev. G. DeJonge conducted the tlreo
services at the First Reformed church
Sunday. Rev. P. P Cheff, the pastor,
was in Allegan Sunaay to conduct the
servicesin the Adventist church there.

THIBTY-EIOHT FACTORIES SHOW AT SCHOOL

HAIL STONES AS BIGAS
’MADE IN HOLLAND” THE gty)GAN AT HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL EXHIBIT
NEARLY

DOOR KNOBS FELL
PROF. 0. J. DREOMAN
CAUGHT. HORSES JUMP

OVER

THIS

WEEK

HIGH FENCE
Dates of Show at School Building Are

Saturday afternoona surprise was

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

in store for the farmers living on the
shores of

May 31, June 1 and 2
Monday all day and the balance

Lake Michigan. Notwith-

standing the warm zephyrs from the big
lake, at about 2 p. ro. hail began to fall

of

the week until the show starts Thurs-

day a. m. goods

4

4

Made

in Holland”

as large as marbles, but very shortly
— On Thirteenth Street east of River and on the vest side
of Central Avenue, between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets. Report to
Division Leader, Carl Bowen a,t Twelfth and Central.
SECOND DIVISION — Holland Public School, west of River Avenue on 15th
street. Holland Christian School on the south side of 15th street east of
River Avenue. Beachwood school on the north side of 15th street east
of River Avenue. All Ladies’ Organizations on the west side of Central
Avenue, between 14th and HHh atreets. Report to Division Leader, Dr.
Mersen at Corner of 15th and Central.
THIRD DIVISION — On fourteenth street west of River Avenue. Report to
Division Leader, Thos. N. Robinson at Corner 14th street and River Av*.
FOURTH DIVISION— On Fourteenth Street east of River Avenue. Report to
Division Leader, John Boone at Corner 14th and Central Avenue.
The -Boy Scouts will march on either side of the automobiles,acting
as an Escort of Honor to the 0. A. R.
All organizationswill report not later than 9:45 a. m. and march in
columns of four, or four abreast,keeping an interval of five feet.
Line of March
From 13th and River, North on River to Eighth, East on Eighth to Lincoln, and countermarchwest on Eighth to River, south on River to Centennial
Park, where the procession will disband.

.....

Rev. J. T. Bergen, D. D.

—

.

.....

-

........

The Audience

4

can

•

Sunday.

will be carted from the differentfac-

FIRST DIVISION

for the reparation of losses sustained
or the avenging of wrongs committed
Dr. Vennema took for his text 1 Kings do we enter into the struggle,but for
2:2—' 1 go the way of all the earth. the defense of our rights and liberties
Be thou strong therefore and show thy- as a nation. Our flag has been insuHed,
the lives of our citizens seeking pro•elf a man.”
tection ruthlesslydestroyed.Friendly
After referring to the inauguration
measurea to secure the righting of the
of MemorialDay and paying his tribute

-verpts of the address follow:

a—

biggm

Bev. E. J. Krohne of Borculo conducted the afternoonservices si the
First Christian Reformed church here

in this vicinity. At first the stones were

FORMATION OF DIVISIONS

.........

"Dr.

W.

Music — George

lour mothers and daughters are enlisting under the banner]

J.

tie

Flowers and Decoration— J. A. Kooyere, Fred T. Miles, 8upt. E. E. Fell, G.

day heretofore in a per-)
ifunctory way, let that not be the case this year. We aregj
inot looking upon war as a thing of the past, but we arog
lin actual war-fare. Our boys are going to the front, anoR
If

M. Herdes.

Afternoon, 2:30 P. M.
exercises at Pilgrim Horae Cemetery will be in charge of A. C.
Van Raalte Post, G. A. R. The decorating party will include the Band, Spanish War Veterans and Sailors, Decorating Bquads (85 in number), Boy Scouts,
Civil War Veterans, W. R. C., and Officials of the Day.
The processioncomposed of the above will assemble in Centennial Park
at 2:15 and proceed thence to Pilgrim Home Cemetery,where the following
program will be observed:
Distributionof flowersto Decorators at West Entrance. Assignmentin Pilprim Home and South Side Cemetery to graves of Civil War and Spanish
War Veterans. Also grave of A. C. VanRaalte.
2. Forming of procession. March to Monument Square. Placing of Colors.
3. Seng-— “America,” by the audience, cornet leading.
4. Bugle signal. Dirge by Band. Salute by colors. Placing of flowers on
scattered graves throughout Cemeteries.Return of Decorators to Monument fiouare.
5.
Invocation— Rev. A. Vennema, D. D.
6.
Lincoln’s GettysburgAddress—Miss Vera Keppel.
7.
Boll of Departed Comrades of the Civil and Spanish Wars, buried in our
Cemeteries.

The

—

8.

Dirge by band. Salute by
Square.

Colors. Decorating

Son*-4 Tenting To-night on the Old
and Quartet.
4

of graves in

Camp Ground.” Prof. J.

Monument
B. Nykerk

Dirge by Band. Salute by Colors. Decorating of Monument in honor of
Absent Dead, by Sons and Daughters of U. 8. W. V.
11. Firing Military Salute-^Squad of U. 8. W. V.
10.

12. Taps— George Moomey.v
13. Benediction— Rev. H. J. Veldman.

FOUND DEAD

IN

WELL

AT FENNVILLE, MICH.
MAN

ALLEGAN COUNTY KILLED BY CAVING OF EARTHIN

LITTLE

IS

KNOWN OF HIM

Prosecutor Pouch was called to Clyde
township,Allegan county, by phone,
stating that a man living alone on the
plains had been killed in a well. He

took Dr. Stueh with him and when
they got there they found an unusnal
condition of affairs.Neighbors had
missed the old gentlemana day or two
and had made search for him. His little house was open and the new well
that he had been digging had caved in.
The neighbors feared that the old man
had been thrown in, oo they began to
dig and soon found his body under
about six feet of earth. It was standing* erect and the ormo were by the
sides. He probablywas down about
fourteen feet when the earth caved
in and whs dead in a moment. The
man’s name was E. Wilson, so far as
the officers eonld determine,and
whether he hsl any relativesis a question. He came to Clyde townshiprecently and littlewas known of him. In
his effects were found receiptsthat
showed he or someone by tho name of
E. Wilson owned land in Florida. A
Bank book found in his house shoiwed
that he had a little more than $200 on

deposit in the First State bank of
Allegan. Justice Stcdman, acting as
coroner, decided that an inquest was

tories in this city to the

building. Booths are being prepared to

and some as big as a door knob came
receive
pelting down from the skys.

Mr. C. J. Dregman of the Holland

-

•

the manufacturedproduct

the hands of competent
men at the different shops.
Mr. C. E. Drew backed by his dif-

fresh from
working

Business Collegewas in the midst of the

storm while on his farm on the lake
shore. Mr. Dregman said that before

ferent committees consisting

of

'high

school pupils will begin the work of
the hail came he and his man heard n
roaring sound which seemed to come

from the lake. Thinking that

it

might

be a possiblecyclone, they quickly got
under cover in one of the buildings on
the
»
No sooner had they gone inside when
large hail stones, first as large as
marble, and soon afterwards as large
as a man’s fist came pelting down upon the roof irith a tremendousnoise.
From the door of the building thev
could see the hail strike the newly
plowed ground and wherever the
stones struck it scattered the earth and
dust about fly feet. It was a most pe
euliar sight to behold and in a short
time the ground in that vicinity was
literally covered with the hail.
Two horses in an adjoining field were
so surprised at the bombardment they
received, coming from apparently nowhere, that they snorted in fear, leap©
over a very high fence and disappeared
in a woods near by.
One farmer in the neighborhood soi'
that the hail had made a regular sive
of his barn roof and that a new roof
would have to be laid to take the place
of the damaged one.
The hail storm it seems was only local and covered a stretch along the
shore of Lake Michigan. The Getx
farm was also in the path of the hail
storm which is evidenced by the broken
glass from the large green houses in
the horticultural department of the
farm. In all 300 panes of glass were
broken and these falling in the house
with tne nan destroyedmaur plants

farm.

with damages amounting to at

placing merchandisemade in this city
as soon as they arrive. The decorating

committee are planning on elaborate
decorationsand this work will all have
been completed when the bell rings op-

ening the industrial show Thursday
morning. Classes will go right on ar
if nothing is happening, at least
Thursday all day and Friday morning.

However Friday afternoon has been set
aside as a booster afternoon when several local men will talk on Holland’s
industrialpossibilities.

Among the speakers at that
of

least

92000.
It is said that a

few

hail stones also

fell on the outskirtsof Holland.

What

Commerce Frank White; Vice-Presi-

dent Thomas N. Robinson, Attorney
George E. Kollen, Mayor Vanderaluis,
A. H. Landwehr and others who may
be selected.
There will be no charge of any
kind for admission nor will anything
bo sold for profit. This first annual
High school industrialexhibit is absolutely free.

The exhibitorswho will show at the
high school this week Thursday aL
day and evening, Friday all day and
evening and Saturday uatil 6 o’clock
are the following: Beach Milling Cc
Van Eyck-Weurding Milling Co., Hae
die-EckkebladJewelery Manufactni*
eraV
Bakeriesr—Frank Brieve, Bakery
“Just It” Bakery, VanDyke, Vander
Scbel Bakery, Domestic Bakery.
Holland Gas Co., Board of Pofblie
Works, showing differentkinds of electric lights and amount of electricity
each consumed
Cappon-BertschLeather Co., leather

the damage to crops have been could
not be estimated at vhis time. It is safe
to say that it will not have a serious
effect on the government’sfood sup- goods.
ply.

-

time

there will be Chairman of the Chamber

—

:o:—
FIRST GAME OF FACTORY
LEAGUE WAS PLAYED
The first game of the Factory League
has been played, but neither of tho
participating teams made an impres-

unnecessary^The body wae taken to sion in the percentage column.
Fennville tW embalming and is beIn the first game played between the
ing l:e.d there. A number of addresses Western-Pianosand “Warm Friends”
that were found were used in sending the score was a tie, 7-7, in an 8-inning
telegrams of inquiry as to possible rel- game.
atives.
The second game was between tho
Chemicals and Limberts with no scoro
-:o:to the credit of either team after flaySURVIVOB OF CIVIL WAR
two and one-half innings the game
AND SHIP WRECK DIES ing
was called off on account of rain.
Coopersville,May 29-Eelta Eltersma
These games it is said will be playSO years old, a Civil war veteran, died ed off on June 5 when a legal holiday
at his home here Sunday afternoon. Ho will be declared owing to conscription
came to America when sixteen years day. A fair-sizedcrowd of enthusold and enroute from Holland the* boat iastic rooters were on the side-lines
was wrecked And he was rescued after cheering their respective Jeams.
being in the water severalhours. . He is
survived bv a widow and son, George of
Althoughcoast guards, SheriffDornCoopersville; a half brother, George
Wesselius of Grand Rapids, besides bos and deputy sheriffs and volunteers
three daughters: Mrs. J. Klnssen, Mrs. dragged Spring Lake Thursday mornOscar Smith of Muskegon and Mrs. ing in an effort to locate the bodies of
Charles Piso of Grand Rapidf. Funeral M. Knight and Thomas Gilliam, Deserlces will be held at the home Tues- troit traveling men, believed to have
been drowned while rowing Monday
day afternoon.— G. B. Press.
night from Fruitport to their hotel at
:o:
Gov. Sleeper issued a proclamation the Heights,no trace of the bodWednesday designating the week be- ies was fonnd. Mrs. Knight and Mm.
ginning May 27 as “Liberty Loan Gilliam are both prostrated.
Week.” He asks that every citizen
who can possibly purchaseLiberty
Herbert White of Saugatuck turned
bonds, to do so. The governor asks a horse ont to pasture. The animal
that Michigan respond liberallyto the kicked andi broke White’s jaw and looscall
ened several teeth.

-

High school

afterwards hail the size of hen’s eggs

Bush

A

Lane, Piano and Phono-

graphs.

Holland Furnace Co., exhibition of
furnaces.

Komfor(er Kotton Company.
Holland Ladder Co.
Holland Cement Co.
Thompson ManufacturingCo.
Superior Foundry.
Limberts Furniture
Holland Busk Co.
Michigan Tea Ruek Co.

Co. .

•

Holland Chemical Co.
De Pree Chemical Co.
Donnelly-Kelley Glass Works.
^Ottawa Furniture Co.

Works.

Aniline Dye
Standard Grocer Co.
Holland FurnitureCo.
West MichiganFurnituie
,
Buss Machine Works.
Western Tool Works.
Heinz “57” Varieties.
Holland Shoe Co. will show tie various stages of shoe making.
Veit Mfg. Co.
Globe Carving Co.
Wagner & Hamm, will give away ice
,

Co.

creqpj cones.
American Humidifier Co.
Brownwall Engine Co.
Holland Wooden Shoe Co., showing
the different stages of wooden shoes in
the making.
..... o

John I. Gibson, secretary of the Western Michigan Development Bnreau,
says the supply of seed potatoes for
distributionamong the farmers has now
been exhausted. The bureau had an average of 25 requests a day for two

weeks

for seed potatoes.

Holland City Newt

MICHIGAN NSW GAME
AND TISH LAWS

animals or birds are properly tagged

extending, I would lay, three-fourth*
of a mile from the harbor, an a vsry
low-down eltaa of psople,—of court*
as yon know, consisting of diffara*%
low classes. One being tha drunks lying here and there inch as the appearance of some of our Holland bums, only

PICK DP RODA ON

and sealed.

ROBBERV CHARGE

Frogs.
Any person or persons may engage
Aeltje Boda who was on probation
Lansing, Mich., May 21— The fallow- in the business of propagatingfrogs
after robbing the Fourth Reformed
securing
a
license
to
do
so
from
log digest of the changes in the Michchurch about three years ago, is again
WRITTEN BY HOLLAND BOYS
igan game and fish laws has been pre- the state game, fish and forest fire comworse; another the immoral streetmissioner.
Such
frogs
may
be
sold, in the toll* of the. law. The police arpared by the game commiaeioner.All
walkers and I must say it is lousy
purchased
or
served' in restaurants or rested him on the charge of entering a
the laws go into effect August 10, 1917:
with theser-giving you the wink, and*
hotels at any time by complyingwith house in the day time and his examina
fHpip*
leave no boats of nny kind to. anchor especiallyif you are garbed in n soltion
is
set
for
June
1
at
the
city
hall
Letter
from
Norman
Oobb.
the provisionsof the law.
It shall be lawful.for camps composdier’s uniform; still another awfnt
The house of Mrs. Buursma was en.. Discretionary Power
Paris Island,8. C., May 19 ot fool around within the jurisdiction
ed of not less than six persons to sething and it hurt me, too, and I know
of
my
post
and
the
sxtension
of
a
tered
about
two
days
ago
and
when
Dear Mother and Father and Kids, •
It shall be lawful for the state game,
cure a permit to kill one deer for ramp
it would hurt most any othbr person
Mrs. Buursma who had been visiting,
I suppose you think I had forgotten half mile, the distance to the next Isfish
and
forest
fire
commissioner,
ou
use during the deer hunting season.
land.
My
orders were to first warn with nny pride in humanity whatever
rotnrned
home
she
found
the
bureau
you
but
I
haven’t.
I've
simply
been
The fee for sue* peitnit is 50 cents for approval of the public domain com- drawers pulled out and tho contents
is to see young chaps with a stick
o busy I couldn't get around to write. them, followed by shootingif not
mission, to suspend, abridge or othereach person comprising the camp.
thrown about the floor. When she had Thursday morning we drilled until time obeyed and call the corporal of the scatter tha street dirt in search foi
wise
regulate
the
open
season
on
any
Babbits
guard. I was to leave no one around cigars and cigarettestubs, and ail with
taken an inventory of her belonging,
The open season for killing rabbits kind of game, fur-bearing animals or she found a revolver,cigar case, flash to eat at noon and then we had to go the lighthouseor battery unleu assign- an innocent appearance and quite disto one of the new camps and work unwill be Oct 1 to Feb. 1, both inclusive. game birds found in the wild sta'e, in light, two pairs of scissors, some safety
ed there for duty. At i^ght this post position as tho it was nothing at ail
til about 7 o’clock and when I finished
any designated area where it becomes
Black-Birds
uncommon.. .
razors and. a can opener missing.
up for the night it was time for lights is guarded by a half dozen or more
necessary to assist in the increase or
Will be on the protected list.
Well dear frlead, I had better ceas*
Mrs. Buursms suspected Boda as he out (10 o'clock) and we repeated the and I 'm transferred to another post.
better protection of any pnrticular
Dogs
had been prowling around the house performanceFriday so you see this is On this post I was startleda bit by the for the time being. Just rocelveJ.
kind of specie of game or fur-bearing
It will be unlawful toriiay person
that morning, in fact had asked Mrs. absolutely the first time I’ve had a strange sounds and large boulders that Heiny’s letter and was |lad to hav*
have any kind of a dog in the woods, animals or birds which may be threat- Buursma for soiq^mdney.She told him
hira write me, please meltioa this to
chance to write. I’m feeling fine and extend to the water’s surface,the go
banting camp, logging camp or club ened from any cause with depletion or she was going to Zec'.andand needed
ing out of the tide, which wade the him, with best regards and remember
getting
so
I
don’t
mind
the
drills.
I
house, during the deer hunting season extermination. Buck action shall oply what money she had. She claims she
me to all the bunch.
suppose its a little warmer up there bouldersappear like row boats of which
be taken on petition of a majority of
Your friend,
Cats
watched Roda who she hid seen going now as it is really hot here, but tha I must warn to get a*tv. The tide
Elmer Poppe. .
Any cat pursuing or killing any game the members of the board of supervis- to the swamp near the depot and sai l
when
coming
in to its full extent rises
nights are cool so we sleep well. The
animal or bird protected by the laws ors in any county, and the order clos- every few minutes she saw the head
to the height of about five feet and
•breeze is fine right off the ocean and
of this stats may be killed by the ing the season shall not be issued un of Roda bobbing up from the edge of
when going out drops to this depth. It
PREfine.
til
after
hearings
have
been
held
in
owner or other officer whose duty it is
certainly
is an odd occurrence to witthe swamp presumably to see if she had
I found- out where a lot of the trouthe
territory affected. After ibeh hearto enforce the game and fish laws and
or really intended going to Zeeland.
ble was in my not securing mail. A ness. At the appearanceof the boul
the owner who permits any such cat to ing if said commissionershall issue
OF
When she^lid return and found her man who had been bringing it to one der, which had put its nose out at tho
run at large shgll be deemed guilty of an order suspending, abridging or oth- house in the condition mentioned, she
the camps had been opening a lo; timel was stationed (11 to 1) I loaded
erwise
regulating
the
open
season
proa misdemeanor.
told the police and also the iucident of mail looking for money, so perhaps my Springfieldand was about to fire, DATE NOW BBT FOR DBMONSTRAvided by law, such order shall become
Headlights.
about Roda. Officer Steketee came that is where some of mine went as he but gave it a little bit more thot be
ION IB JUNE 28, INSTEAD
No person shall maku use of any ar effectiveafter having been published across Roda at about 11 o'clock Thurs- would not dare to deliver it after he fore doing so, thus to be checked.The
OF JUNE 12.
tifieiallight in hunting, pursuing, cap- in some newtpaper in the county where day night and arretted him on suspichad opened it, but he is in the jail now eoast along this is’.and is lined with
such
order
shall
take
effect
and
a
copy
turing or killing deer and the wearing
ion. The man was under the influence and the tnail is coming in about four largo rocks, placed roughly on top of
Great preparations have been going:
or having of such light on the bead or of such order filed in the office of the of liquor, the officer said. The police
each other. Large cats, and hundreds
days now.
in possession in hunting camp, logging clerk of each county in said district have located the revolver and the safeof them you see prowlingamong the on in the vicinity of Coopersvilie,ia
Well,
I
guess
I’ll
have
to
quit
as
I
camp or club house or in the woods, at and posted by the township fleik of ty razor. The revolver Roda sold to have a lot of letters to write. You can roeks of which they infest and give us fact it U a celebrationthat is of direct
any time shall be deemed a violation each township in such district in some a man in the Burghoff saloon but claims let the Sentinelknow that I receive my the much-liked cat music. These cats interest to nil of Ottawa county. A
conspicuous placs.
$60,000 bridge will be opened on Jons
of lawft was the weapon of his dead son left Sentinel regularly now and appreciate are harmless but live the wild Ilf?,
Fish
26. with an appropriate demonstration,.
'Sneak Boat
they
resemble
the
common
cats
and
are
to him.
more than I ever did before and
It shall be lawful in the upper peninNo person shall make use of a sneak
relativesof them. The outpost of the a big picnic dinner and a good time to Mrs. Buursma however described the will write a letter soon. Your son,
the entire eountv is Invited.
boat where more ftan 50 decoys are sula of Michigan to take suckers, mulNORMAN A. COBB, island, at the extreme end is also which
revolver in detail even to. a mark of
Tho business men of Coopersvilieare
used and such decoys must be placed let, redsides and grass pike with dip
thickly
populated
with
large
sea
rats
identification.The safety razor Bodi Address all mail Private N. A. Cobb,
at least 1,000 feet from any other de- netUnd spear without the use of artiskidmishing and darting past you,— it an enterprisinglot and thev have tak-claims ho bought from a boy for 25c Marine Barracks, 25 Co. N. 2nd Reg.,
ficial
light
in
the
running
streams
from
coys. No such decoys shall be permitis enough to give anyone the jim jams. en it upon themselves to be the hasl
and sold it for 35 cents soon afterward. Paris Island, 8. C. Be sure and put the
ted to remain in the water overnight, March 1 to May 15 in each year. The
Have not as yet been stationed hare of the occasion when the great EastThe rest o^ the stolen goods are not 2nd Reg on as there is one other 25tb
nor shall any such decoys be set earliei open season in the upper peninsula for
but dread it when I have to be, which manville Bridge now spanning the
Co. N here but they are in tho first.
taking trout of all kinds shall hereaf yet found.
than one-halfhour before sunrise.
will be soon. Now to describe my first Grand near that town is opened for.
ter be May 15 to Sept. 1.
Chief Van By says that Roda is on
Water Fowl
visit to Boston. Left the Fort at 1 travel.
It shall be lawful to take any num the Black list but when he drinks he
The date has been set for June 12 *
It shall be unlawful to kill or hunt
P. M. Saturday and was due to return
Letter from the Front
but
had to be postponed owing to at
any wiW water fowl save only from ber of perch from the inland waters >f has a mania for stealing. He had beea
at
midnight,
but
being
that
Boston
is
Ft Strong, Mass., May 21, '17
sunrise to sunset of each dav of the a length of five inches,but such perch on the black list for about three years Dear Gailylaid out like a Chinese puzzle was lost small pox epidemic now rampant In tho •
open season for hunting and killing cannot be bought or sold unless they in fact for so long that the saloon men
Thinking you might be a little bit as far as to the location of onr wharf vicinity.
Our townsman Austin Harrington:,
had forgotten him, or how he looked. interested in some more of my new where the boat was anchored, so with
such water fowl. The closed season are nine inches in length.
Mackinaw and lake trout will not be It is said that he had secured some
chairman of tho Ottawa County road
on wood duck extendi to 1920. The
experiences,will take a little time and my littlechange that I did have, squanopen season for killing water fowl will designated brook trout and can be tak- liquor at one of the saloons this week let you know as much as I can. Well, dered, I had to parade the streeta the commissionwith the. other commissionen with hook and line during any sea- because the liquor man did not know
whole night long till 8 a. m. Sunday, ers have been very active in seeing tha
be Sept. 15 to Dec. 31, inclusive.
dear friend,have been on guard dut
son of the year or thru the ice during who he was and that he was on the fortime for transportation. Imagine me right kind of concrete structura
Oeesa
for the second time and also trave
the months of January and February bid list owing to his long absence from
It shall be unlawful for any person
ed the main streets of Boston. Just not sleeping a wink, almost continual- built and now that the work is comwith a spear.
the place.
to kill moro than aix geese and brant
to describe guard duty will say that I ly walking during my day and a half pleted they are proud of It and so it.
The open season for small-mouth
Peter Bontekoe took- the
to
in one day or more than 15 in posseswas stationedFriday, May 18, for the stay in Boston Town. Thot I would bo the vicinityof Coopersvilie.
black bass shall be from July 1 to the Grand Haven where he will remain unThe place where the bridge is built
sion at any one time or ttf kill more
length of 24 hours (2 hours guard, four given some extra labor for not being
last day of Feb’y and on large mouthed til tho examinationof his case comes
than 25 in one calendar year.
hours sleep, etc., until the 24 is clear- prompt in my return, but not so, tho is where for many years a acow ferried
black bass from June 10 to the last day off June 1.
Partridge
ed out) so you see you guard but eight sargeantlooked into matters as de- the pedestrianaand vehiclesacross near
of February. The open season for wall—
- -The open season on partridgeshall be
hours of the 24. ’ This comes every scribed to him and agreed with my Eastmanvilleand this ferry was the
story. Just my opinion of Boston, es- only connecting link between “North
from Oct. 1 to Nov. 9 inclusive. It eved pike shall hereafter be May 1 to
four days with me. The post that
the last day of February. Only 1U
srill be noticed that the partridge seawas assigned consisted of a lighthouse pecially the busy district,— it is a dirty, River and South River” Ottawa. Tho
wall eyed pike can be taken in on day
son closes the day before the deer seaand a battery station,also the beach very shabby appearing place. Also tho now bridge will practicallydo away
except when taken from the connecting
son opens, which will avoid the necesalong the length of my post. I was tc people, and dose to the wharvo district with this imaginary boundary line.
waters of the great lakes. There is no
sity of having bird dogs in camp dur
limit placed on the number of wall
ing the deer hunting season.
A fair-sized mid-week audience gath
eyed pike which may be taken from
Wood-Cock
the connecting waters. Hereafter the atd in the First Reformed churcn
The open season for killing wood conne'ctingwaters between the great
Thursday night to witness the imprescock shall be Oct. 1 to Nov. 9.
lakes shall be governedby the inland
Hunters' License Law
sive ceremonies in connection with the
fishing law.
It shall be unlawfulfor owners of
It shall be lawful to take 25 of each ordination of the Theological Candi
lands, which have posted as a game of the following species' of fish; White
refuge, to hunt upon same without se bass, rock bass, calico bass, nappies, date Henry Van Eyck Stegemsn as
curing a license.
sonfishand bluegills, of a legal length. minister of the gospel and missionarr
A license may be issued to a minor These fish canot be bought or sold, exunder 17 and over 12 years of age, to cepting perch of nine inches in length, of the church.
Rev. W. J. Van Kersen, District
hunt and trap, upon oath or applica- which may be bought or sold
tion of the parents or legal guardian,
Secretary of the Board of Foreign Misany time.
by the state game, fish and forest fire
It shall be lawful to take rainbow or
commissioneror any person authorised steel-headtrout with hook and line un- sions, R. C. A., presided. The scripby him to issue licehses, on condition til Sept. 15 in Round and Pine Lakes tures were read by Rev. 8. Vander
that the minor child shall be accomWerf, secretary of the Board of Doin Charlevoix county.
panied by his parent or legal guardian
It shaH be lawful to take whitefish
mestic Missions, while Rev. G. Tysse
or some person authorised
therx
and ciscoes from the inland lakes of
when hunting upon lands upon which this state by means of spear and arti of New Holland, offeredprayer. Mr. T.
•their parents are not regularly domi
ficiallight from Oct. 1 to Nov. 15, both Prins then sang a solo. The ordinatiot
died. '
inclusive,-in each year^ providedthat
Alien residents of this state who any person who. desires to spear shall sermon was preachedupon request
have not secured their full citizenship first secure a permit from the state Mr.' Stegeman by the pastor of the
papers will be required to pay $10 for game, fish and forest fire commissioner
church, and pastor of the missionary
a license to hunt or trap.
or one of his deputies. Such spearing
It shall be a misdemeanor for any shall be done under the supervision of under ordination for upwards of ten
person issuing a license to charge more a deputy of the department. The fee years. He spoke earnestly and force
than $1 for taking affidavit and issu- for such permit is $1.
fully on “The Missionary’s Panoply”,
ing President hunting licenseor more
Local Fish Laws
than $10 for issuing an alien or nonIt shall be lawful to take suckers by taking as his text the words of the
resident license, as provined by law.
means of a s*t-overnet in Long, Corey world’s greatest missionary, “I
NOXIOUS Animals
Reiser and Clear lakes in St. Joseph
Any person who shall kill any wolf, county, and in Walled lake in Barry do all things in Him that strengthens
or coyote over six months old shall be county, from April 1 to May 10, both
4
• entitled to a bounty of $35, and for inclusive,in any year, provided thnt
The ordination proper now followed
any wolf or coyote under six monriu not more than 15 suckers may be so
old shall be entitled to $15, and for taken in any one day J>y any one per- Rev. Van Kersep read the new form
any wild cat a bonnty of $5, and for son.
used for the settinF apart of missionthe
of Clothcraft
any lynx a bounty of $5, any fox $1,
It shall be lawful from Oct. 20 to
aries, whereupon all the ministers pres
any weasel, hawk or owl 50c. Any per- Oct. 31 in each year, for any person to
is studied, for that’s a
scientific
son to secure this bounty must present use a spear and jack for the purpose of eat, ten in number, were requested
the head of such animal or bird to tho taking so-called steel-heador rainbow come forward and thus formally ordain
tailoring—
a little
county clerk and make affidavit as to trout from such portions of Manistee
the young brother with laying on
the time and place when and where river, Pere Marquetteriver, Pentwnter
better, faster,
less
such animal or bird, for which bounty river, White river and Muskegon riv.e: hands. This was one of the most im
is claimed b£.him, was taken and kill- as may be designated by the state game pressive services ever witnessed in thi
it’s
ed. The county clerk shall issue a cer- fish and forest fire ctnrnnissioner of this
First Reformed church. MAny of those
tificate to the applicant, which shall state. Before any person can spear
be filed with the eounty clerk and pre- any of such fish he shall secure a lic- present had never witnessed sr.eh a sersented to the board of supervisors at ense from tbes tale game, fish and for
ice before.
any meeting of the board, for action. est fire commissionerwhich shall en
the
An anthem was beautifully renderIf the claim is allowed the clerk shall title such persons to use spears in cer-
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WAS

ORDAINED LAST
THURSDAY EVENING

by

The Chihcraft Store
Holland Does Work
Cheerfully and Well

me.”

Even

in

worker

happiness

part of

which does everything
and
expensively than

ordinarily done.

That’s why Clothcraft clothes-ready

issue a certificate and treasurer shall
.pay the bill. The state is to pay onehalf and tho cgunty in which inch animal or bird was killed is to pay tho
other half of such bounties.

Fur-BearingAnimals
It shall be unlawful to take any
kind of fur-bearing animals, except
from Nov 1 to March 15 in each year.
Fox has been removed from the protected list, but it will bo unlawfulto
destroy the house or houses of muskrate or skunks.
It is unlawful for any person to use
firearms or spears in hunting muskrats, or any explosives,chemicalsor
mechanicaldevices, or smokers to
drive protected fur-bearinganimals
out of their homes.
Breeder's License Law
It rfhallbe lawful for any person to
engage in the business of raising and
selling domesticated elk, deer, furbearing animals, pheasantwild ducks
or nny of them, in a wholly enclosed
preserve,or entire island of which such
person is the owner or lesee, on securing
a state licenseto do so, which license
shall be issued by the state game, fish
and forest fire commissioner.The license fee shall be $5. Each license
shall expire on the last day of December in each year. Any person, to vrfiom
such license shall have beew issued may
kill any of such animals or birds in the
manner and at the time provided by
law. Such animals or birds may be
bought, sold, transported and served in
hotels or restaurants by persons authorised to do so by the game, fish and
forest fire commissioner,when such

tain designated portions of said rivers
for the purpose of taking rainbow and J
steel head trout, provided that no such
trout shall be taken of a le.is length
than 10 inches and not more than five
of such fish shall bo taken in any one
day by any person and the fish so taken
shall not be bought or sold and only
be had in possession for personal nse
and consumption.The fee for such license is $1.

ed by the

choir, after

-to-wear-yield
utmost fit.looksand
wear that can be given men and young,
men at moderate prices.

which the Rev.

Maunes A. Stegeman, pastor of

he

Calvary Reformed church, Cieveland,
Ohio, gave a pathetic and eloquent
charge to the newly ordained missionary, Mr. Stegeman, touchingly referred to their Father, Rev. Abraham
Stegeman, who departedthis life, as

pastor of the New Holland church, 18
years ago last February. He wondered
whether he was conscious of what was
now taking place and if so he felt
that sincerejoy would fill his soul now
5 IS
that a second son was entering the gospel ministry.All told it was a loving
brotherly message,full of wise conn
THIS HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THE sel, which Mr. Stegeman brought.
PRESIDENT. .
Dr. E. J. Blckkink of the Seminary
The authoritieshere have received gave tho last address of the evening.
instructions from President Wilson His was a message to the frienda and
that all men must register June 5 relativesof the departing missionary.
whether they are mamed or single, de __ The serviceswere closed after prayer
formed or crippled.
by Dr. Blekkink and a hymn by the
Those who fail to register are sub- audience. Rev. Henry Van Eyck Stege
ject to arrest and confinement in a fed- man pronouncedthe benediction. Rev. Come
eral prison for a term not to exceed Stegeman and his fiance, Miss Hoekje,
three yeus. Men who know they will with the other missionaries under apnot be in the city at the time of regis- pointment, will go East this week.
tration, must registetat the office of They will bo present at the meeting of
tho city clerk before they depart. Then General Synod at Asbury Park, N. J.,
will bo no excuses taken for failureto and will spend a week in at'endano
register.
upon a missionary conference.
Imedintely after registration,the
The field assignedto Rev. Stegework of sort out those with depend man and Miss Hoekje II Japan. Just
ents, cripples and physical *infit will where they will be stationed lias not
be begun. Men with families, which been determined, neither has the time
are not wholly dependent upon tffe.n been fixed when they will leave. It
for support, and this means men of will perhaps be some time in Septemmore than average wealth, will be sub- ber. The many friends will watch with
ject to^raft the same as the single keen interest the work of those prommen who have no dependents.
ising young people.

JUNE

NATIONAL
REGISTRATION DAY

Dorothy Dodd
#

SHOES FOR LADIES.

$3.50 to $10.00
toLokker-RutgersCo.

for Gent’s Furnishings, Clothing, Shoes,

Merchant Tailoring

Lokker -Rutgers Co.
. 39-41

East Eighth Street, Holland Michigan

THE DOROTHY DODD STORE IN HOLLAND.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

BOND HAS
STRUCK

Fred A. Hutty, former postmaster of

NOW

Jean Bazaan and Dorothy Dal were LIBERTY
made at least every :fcree months. InGrand Rapids visitorsThursday.
terest will be auawed on the payments
OUR CITY
A. Postma made a business trip 'to
from the date they are made at the rate
Grand Rapids Friday,
of 3*‘j% and such adjuetmenia together,
•vuu bms. i vnui. PVBumus
UNITED DOCTORS SPECIALIST
Mr. and Mrs. G.”
G. Klaasen returned
IS GOOD INVESTMENT,WILL WIN nth that of the accrued interct: >n thWILL AGAIN BE AT HOLfrom Chicago Monday morning wher*
toot 4 Kroner Bldr. 8th it reel. Hollknd.Mlo
loud will bj made at the time oi final
, LAND MICHIGAN
they spent Sunday with their father;
THE WAR. BUYER SHOWS
paynunt."
Monday, June 4th, 1917. Hotel HolMr. John Kollen in the Presbyterian
1 hat certainlymakes easy .s purehxM
PATRIOTIC SPIRIT
land (Parlor Suite)
Itnna li.fioper yeer with a discount of Wo k
Hospital, who underwent a serious opof a Liberty lend. Every g)o*s AmeriPt
ONE DAY ONLY
those paying in advance. Rates of Advertistu. gregational Christian Endeavor society eration there. They report that Mr.
can should own at least one, whether
•ade known upon applicationKollen
is
quite
comfortable
now
and
reHonrs
9
to 8 P. M.
is completing the arrangementsfor an
the denominationia $50, $100, $500,
G. J. Diekema Heads CommitteeIn Holelaborate program to entertain the covering nicely.
or $1,000. In cue a $100 bond ia pur> Remarkable Success of Talented PhyslMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Sprietsmaanl
land. Every Local Bank Puts
Christian Endeavor Trolley Line un*
chased regular monthly payments may
dan in the Treatment of Chronic
Entered as second-class matter at tne post
ion in tbair new $10,000church Tuesday daughter Helen spent last Sunday in
be arrangedso that the bond will be
Disease*
offloe at Holland. Michigan, under the set '«
Aside
Self-Interest
for
Liberty
night, May 20. The membershipis com- Holland with Dr. and Mrs. L. N. Tuttle.
paid for in full within a year by turn- STAY YOUNG
‘©ogres* March. 1887.
LIVE LONGBond Work.
posed of' Christian Endeavor societies The former two left for Decatur, Moning in only $98, the balance being offset
Offer Serrlces Free of Charge
day
to
visit
there
indefinitely.—
Hamon the Holland branch of the Michiby accrued interest. The bonds soon
ilton Correspondent.
The United Doctors Specialistlicencgan railway.
The Liberty Bond, issued for the pur- will be listed in the stock exchange
Mrs. Cecil Huntley left Monday aftand hence can be converted into cash ed by the State of Michigan for the
The local committee of the Ottaw.v
County Red Cross society have re- ernoon for Battle Creek, where she pose of giving this nation the financial promptly with any bank or stock ex- treatment of all diseases including deformities,nervous and rhgonjc diseaseswill attend the graduation exercisesat back boqo to carry on the war against change 4irm throughout the country.
ceived the Red Cross buttons and are
of men, women and children,offer to—
distributingthem to all the drug stores the Battle Creek Sanitarium. Her Germany to a successfulend, has struck
all who call on this trip, consultation,
niece, Miss Marguerite Wall, is one of
in the city. Those holding checks cau
UNCLE SAM IS PARTICU- examination, advice free, making no*
-v
secure their button at any one of the the graduates.
charge whatever, except the actual cost
Mrs. Po ter Niderveldtof Grand
LAR IN HIS
drug stores. For those that have signAt a meeting held by the official!of
Haven, Mrs. Edna Burch, Ward Phillip,
of treatment.All that is asked in
ed and do boLhold a check, cun secure
all the Ottawa County Banks at the
return for these valuable services ia that,
their button ™>m the party they have and Ora Gum of Holland, tvero here
The Peoples Oarage received anoth- signed up with.
Friday to attend the funeral of Mrs. City Hall for the purpose of considering GOVERNMENT WANTS DETAILED every person treated will state the reresult obtained to their friends and
K. B. Edgell at Allegan.
er four cylinder Beo.
ways and means U help along tho sale INFORMATION ON EVERY MAN
The Circus business has opened genthus prove to the sick atftl afflicted in
Dr. Arne Vennema, presidentof Hope
Mrs. John P. Kolia is seridtislpr,111 erally over the country according to
every city and locality,that at last
OF DRAFT AGE FOB REFERwith Quinsy at her home on Lincoln reports, but they are liable to have College left for the East Monday morn- of thi* Liberty Loan Bonds, many mattreatments have been discovered that
ing in the interests of Hope College. He ters were discussed and a plan of actiou
Avenue.
to close at any time so that the govern
ENCE
are reasonably sure and certainin their
will also attend General Synod at Ash
taken. Mr. A. J. Johnson of the Grand
The Holland Hospital committeehas ment may have the use of the horses bury Psrk, N. J.
received a donation of $100 from Dr. T. and their experienced men. Over 20
EAT HEARTILY
Ben DuMez left Monday morning for Rapids News, and C. B. Kelsey of Grand
years ago the Kaist: got from tho great
Persons of registrationage who an
A. Boot.
The United Doctors are experts in the
Ashbury Park, N. J. to attend a meet Rapids were present and delivtred atircircus man Bailey blue prints regard
pear at the registrationplaces in Hol- treatmentof chronic diseases and soAllegan county will raise $1,500.00 ing the handling of material and ani- ing of*4h* Synod. While their he yill
ring addresses.Every bank in the
within the next eight days for army mals as the circus does and he is us visit the Niagara Falls, and Washingland and in fact all over the Unite 1 great and wonderful have been their ret<f,D. C. sults that in many cases it is hard tocounty agreed to subseribeliberally and
Y. M. C. A. work.
ing them to good advantage at this
States on June 5, mast be prepared to find the dividing line between tkill and
C. D. Smith of Detroit,formerly Hola committee of five was appointed to
The perch are biting fast and furious time. *
land druggist,visited W. A. Van Syeklo
answer many questions about themselv miracle.
At the north and south piers o$i>M&ca
The pageant “Just Plain Peter" West 12t£ street Sunday.
organize the County in order to »eBLEEP SOUNDLY
es which the governmeut wants tu
tawa.
given at the Methodistchurch ThursDiseases of the stomach, intestines,
Mrs. D. Overweg and Mrs. D. Rot than cure subscriptions from individuals.
All Eagles are requested to meet at day afternoon was a gjeat sueoess. veiled with Mrs. J. Mollemt, east of
know. The answers in each eaae am liver, blood, skin, nerves, heart, spleen,,
The local banks, in fact, every banking
their hall at 9 o'clock Wednesday About 350 -childrenwere present. A the city Saturday.
carefully preservedfor reference by rheumatism, sciatica, tapeworm, leg ulaorning to take part in the decoration large number were turned away on
cer, weak lungs anAthose afflicted with
Prof. John E. Kuizenga conducted ipstitutionin Ottawa county have put
day
*
account of not having enough room. the church services in Allendale Sun- aside self-interestand win boost for the governmentat any time. The. Otta- long-standing deep seated, chronic diaIf the cold weather continueswe day.
wa county registrationboard CQjyist- eases, that have baffledthe skill of theThe Ladies Literary prdgram for May
the government loans with all their
shall have no early potatoes to dig
Albert Kleis was in Allegan Monday
ing gf Sheriff Dornbos,County Clerk family physicians, should not fail to*
29 is the following: annual reports,
July 4, and no other early stuff for on business.
call. Deafness often has been cured in
might.
piano solo, Miss J. Mulder; Note Book,
Orrie Sluiter and Dr. Edward Uofma, sixty days. Enjoy Robust Health withthat matter. Even the weather in
Miss Hasten.
The following are the me*ibera of the
Michigan seems plumb discouragedwill cause to be posted in conspicuous Rosy Cheeks and Sparkling Eyes.
Oorrit Van Lente was presented with over the war probably— and everycommittee:— G. J. Diekema, Berneth
According to their system uo more
places a copy of the questions asked
$20 Thursday evening at the last meet body is wishing and looking for
operations for appendicitis,gall stones,
Sherwood,Albert Lahuls, Millard Duriag of the Oraafschapsinging school. good old summer time.
that every person may be prepared to tumors, goiter, piles, etc., as all oases
ham, and Fred McEachron.Mr. DickHe has been the leader of this school.
accepted will be treated without operaanswer them.
tion or hypodermic injection,as they
ema was elected chairmah and Mr.
With a snow storm prevailing on
In the first place the person applying were among the first in America to cam
May 22 Orand Haven is keeping up
Sherwood, secretary and treasurer of
the name of “Bloodless Surgeons,"by
for registration,must write his
with the procession set by other Michthe committee. It is the intention of
doing away with the knife, with blood
igan towns.— G. H. Tribune.
spelled out in full, giving his age in
and with all pain in the successful
this committee’ t</ organize a County
; A large new chicken house, built recampaign and to ask everyoneable to years. The home address must also be treatment of these dangerous diseases.
cently by Dr. W. G. Wintei on his
No matter what your ailment may
do so, to subscribe for one or more of written in full, giving tho number, tho
place south of the city, was entirely de
Mrs. Bosch and son Manitau Friday
Miss Carr, domestic art teacher it these bonds. The Ottawa banks will
be, no matter what others may hav»
stroyed by fire Saturday. Tho fire was evening returned home from Chie^fp
the High school entertained a class of make liberal terms to those desiring to name of the street, then the town, tho told you, no maMer what experience
with Leon Bosch, who had been critiao doubt caused by a brooder.
girls'
Is at Macatawa Friday.
borrow money !o pay for the bonds. The county and the state. In answeringthe you may have had with other physicians
The Memorial Day committee of Hol- cally ill at the hospital there. He is
The Sunshine Class of Trinity Re- government pays three and one-half
very
much
improved
however
but
not
question as to the date of birth, a good it will be t% your advantage to see the®
land has invited our citizens to particformed church entertained the boysat per cent interest on the bonds and they
at once. Have it forever settled ia
ipate in the observance of the day at well enough to resume his studies at a hayrack party at Castle Park Fnplan ia to have the date written on
your mind. If your case is ineurablo*
are issued in various denominations, as
the
medical
college.
He
will
return
to
that place.— Gaugatuc% Commercialday.
low as $50 for a single bond. The old piece of paper which should bn handed they will give you such advice as may
take up medicine in September.
Bee ord.
The Royal Neighbors will give a and the young, men and women, igirls
relieve and atay the disease.Do not
to the registrar.
Ed Van Ry, with the Holland Furn benefitpedro party Thursday night in
put off this duty you owe yourself or
Mrs. James Van Dyke, living near
and boy a— all can help their country by
see Co. of Clinton, O., is home on s their hall. The proceeds will go to
the Gelatin factory, gatheredup five
furnishing the money to help feed, arm 1 The fourth question as to citizenship, friends or relatives.who are suffering
(visit.
the Red Cross.
hail stones Saturday which weighed one
and clothe the brave boys who most is divided into four sections: Are you because of your sicknews, as a visit
Attorney George E. Kollen wa8 in
at this time may help you.
pound, the largest measuring seven
Mrs. E. Allen celebrated her 80th do the fighting. Subscriptions can be
Grand Haven on legal business Fri- birthday Thursday at her home on W. made at any bank in the county of a native born citizen! Are you a nat
Worn-out and run-down men or woinches around.
day.
uralized citizen! Are you an Alien! men, no matter. what your ailment may
15th street. She is the mother of sev- Ottawa.
To stimulate the planting of potatoes
Benj. Neerken, cashier of the ComThe kind of buyer the governmentis Have you declared your intention to be, call, it costs you nothing.
en children has 17 grand children and
W. K. Prudden, chairman of the state
mercial Statfc Bank of Zeeland was in
Remember, this free offer is for this
seven greatgrandchildren.Many of taost anxious to get is the man, woman
food preparedness board, has contractbecome a
the city Friday.
a citizen! 'In stating birth- visit only.
pr
child
who
will
not
disturb
conditions
Mrs.
Allen’s
friends
called
on
her
dured for 50,000 bushels of Michigan poMr. and Mrs. Peter Ver Hoek of ing the day, cpngratulating her on the by selling securities or withdrawing place, the person registering should
Married ladies come with their hustatoes at harveft time at $1 a bushel.
Chicago are visiting in the city.
bank accounts, but will make pay- first name the town, then the state and bands and minor with their parents.
good
health
she
is enjoying.
E. F. Kirkpatrick, manager of the
Peter Lawrence returned Friday
Laboratories, OLerelsnd, Ohio.
knents on the installmentplan from the then the county. He is required
Miss Etta Boyenga and Henry CraApollo, who has been confined to his from a business trip'to Big Rapids.
teekly
or
monthly
pay
envelopes. state >lbat country to which he is
mer were married Thursdayat the First
home with illness the past week or
Mrs. George E. Kollen and childr
{Hence the first point for such buyers to subject if not the United States. In
Reformed parsonage by Rev. H. J.
ten days, staged a little “movie” all were in Chicago Saturday.
keep in mind is that by thus purchasing answer to the question,“What is your
hit own and moved up todn Monday for
Norman Buck of Grand Rapids was Veldman. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Schaf a $50 or $100 bond, money which would present trade, occupation or office!'1
tqnaaar were the witnesses. After the.
the first time since he was taken ill.
in the city Friday.
otherwise have been spent will thus be the governmentdoes not wish to know
Prof. J. E. Kuizenga,Henry GeerProf. Ed. Zagers who has been visit- ceremony the party motored to Grand saved. Until the system of buying a what position the person is best fitted
Rapids where the bride and groom
lings, Dick Boter, Henry Pelgrim, Jr., ing here has returned to his home in
Single share of stock railroad or indus- for, what he has prepared for, but
will spend a few days.
Bev. J. F. Bowerman and Missionary Montana.
trial, or a $100 bond from the pay en- what he ia doing right at the time of
Mr. ard Mrs. P. H. Fisher entertained velope actually has been tried, it is dif- registration,stating that >occupation
Warnshuis spoke
Sunday
Henrietta Poe’.akker took tho interschool conventionin Hudsonville last urban for Grand Rapids Saturday Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Zaliman ficult to realizehow much money can as brieflyas possible, as “ fa finer, “stu
of Lawrence; Mr. and Mrs. Corney thus be saved within a year.
evening.
morning.
dent." If a machinist he should state
A. H. Brinkman and R. M. De Fisher and ©.lighter Millr?d of HolMrs. Helen Fortuine has received
Another point for the buyer of a $50 what sort or class of machine work he
land;
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A'.bj
t
KlomMerrel
were
in
Hudsonville
on
business
word that her daughter Esther has aror $100 bond to keep in mind is that is doing, such as “machinist iu auto
parens of this place.— Allegan Gazette. a dividend will be received which canrived at London. Miss Esther For- Saturday.
mobile factory."clerkships, governThe Misses Betty Nlbbelink, Jean Batuine sailed from New York with the
The hail storm of Saturdayseems to not be figured in dollarsand cents. If ment or otherwise can be qualified.
zaan
and
Ruth
Mulder
were
in
Grand
Presbyterian hospital unit for service
have gone beyond the lake shore. John \he United States is to continue to be
If the person is working for an indiRapids Saturday.
Van Loo of Zeeland was strnck by a God’s country, German militarism vidual firm or corporation or associa
in France.
Mr. aud Mrs. Frank Dyke were in the hailstone in Saturday’s storm which must be
- _ ,
, ^i°n» *1® name should be stated. If in
Shoes and leather will go higher in
the city from Jackson, Michigan for a cut a gash in his head. The engineer from winning, every Tom, Dick an 1
business or profession,such should Jie
price according to the Shoe and Rubon the southbound P. M. passenger Harry with a .weekly pay envelope roust stated. The town, county, state, wherj
ber Review, published by the Grand few days.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vandersluis, Miss train from Grand Rapids suffered se- do his bit in making the Liberty loa.i empi0yed should also be given in full,
Rapids Shoe and Rubber company, in
Reka Riksen, Miss Henrietta Bloemen- vere cut on his face and arm as he pil- a success. Restoration of world-wide rp^ qUest}on concerning the ’depend
their May issue. The “bare foot boy"
dahl and Benj. Brower motored to Hud- oted his engine through the stoim. John peace will bring in dividends over and ent^ father, mother, wife, child under
should worry.
sonville Friday where they attende.l
above 3%% regularly,for generationsJ2 years> the peraon regi8j:cring is urg.
A traveling man calling on the a Sunday school rally. Several local Seaman and Clifford Hopkins, rural letter carrierswere caught in the storm to
ed to specify which, ann to give his
trade along Eighth street Friday morn- speakers were in the program.
and claim it was the worst ever witLarger Valu* la
answers some thought. If there is aiing had the audacity to wear a straw
Henry Bouwens, the Zeeland shoe nessed. Hopkins picked up a stone
There I. .till the other point, for
upon
hat. He ought to be able to get busi merchantwas in town on business last
which measured eight inches around. buver of Liberty Bonds to keep in
him for food, he is reminded that tho
ness with such an unlimited amount of Saturday.
The water in the creeks splashed six mind, as a pure matter tf busincu.
serve.
Miss Kathryn Pelgrim, teaching in to eight feet high as the hailstones fell. This government lias no 3%'c bonds government wishea to reduce war’s
misery to the minimum. On the other
The conscriptionregistrationin Park the Coopersvi'lleschools, is spending
, if
...
A nmaiief whTPh darted Severn 1 now outstanding.But there are 3’s and hand he is advised not to hide behind
Township will take place June 5 in
i her parents on Wear
those 3’s within a comparatielyfew
G|0Vt|4i 19/6 h Mum/U Jtmti. Ptunl Pndin}
S'.*"
' year, ago when they were student,at
petticoatsor children.
the Ottawa Beach grocery store. The Twelfth street.
vears have sold as high as 112; aroUno
^ Hope college will culminate in the marThe question “Married or Single!"
board will be there from 7 o’clock in
George E. Kollen left xor tnreago
fln Momoria, day of Kev IIcrbert the same time the 4’s sold as high as
does not ask if a person was marriei
the morning and 9 o’clock in the eve- Saturday and spent Sunday with his
E. VanVranken of Schenectady, N. Y., 127. On that basis the new 30 year but whether he is married now. In anning. Everyone must registerbetween father who was operated upon Monday
3%’*»
after
peace
has
been
declared
and Miss Nellie Smalleganat the home
swer to the question of race, the perthe ages of 21 and 31.
and is improvingrapidly.
of the bride’s parents in Forest Grove. should sell well above the purchase son ahonlf state whether he t» CaucasMrs. Wm. Witt of this city is in
price,
$100.
That
means
that
besides
“Sport" McCarthy, well" known
Mrs. J. Mollema was surprised FriCounty character, was arrested at Nu- St. Louis, Mo., where her little son is day evening by a company of friends receiving 3%% interest per annum, the ian, mongolian, negro, malayan,or Indian. As to the quesMon of military
receiving
treatments
to
his
foot.
She
nica Baturdav charged with violating
at her home east of the city. The oc- buyer of the new 30-year 3%’s doubt- service the government wants to know
his parole. McCarthy has been drinking will remain there for some time to com- casion was a birthday anniversary and less will have an opportunity to dispose
what, rank was carried, what branch
and only 25 days ago he was released plete the cure.
a beautiful gift was presented to her. of his bond at a substantialpremium. of service, the number of years of serOne very good reason why the everyon parole from Ionia pentitentiary Mr. and Mrs. James De Young of
o
day American has been bolding ha>'k vice, and for what nation or state.
where he had been serving a sentence. Owosso are the guests of their mother,
GIRL SCOUTS TO CO OP“Do you claim exemptio'i frem serhis subscription to a $50 o’ $100 LibMcCarthy is in jail and the piison offi- Mrs. John Van Landegcnd West 11th
watchward ever
ERATE WITH RED CROSS erty bond (s that as yet little informa- vice!" promise to he a most import- That’s been
cials ha\e been notified to come for street.
•since
the
first
day
I
opened the doom
John J. Cappon, Gil Haan, Dr. Bos,
liiin has betn published showing bo\< ant question, and the person registering
him.
and
Peter
Van
Dommelen
arc
motorOwing
to the loss of three Girl Scout the bonds may be purchased oiTthe in- if he claims exemption, must specify of my clothing store In Holland.
Farming and the prospect of aiding
Unde Bam in war time by raising food ing to Indianapolis!u Mr. Cappon ’s Leaders of last year and tho inabil- stallment plan. Men or women who the grounds of his claim, very minuteity to get new ones, the work with tho have investment of speculativeaccounts ly. The directionsissued in this quesPathfinder.
Nothing SHADY, SHODDY
appealed more strongly than operating
Miss
Minnie
Bingham
of
Holland, girls thus far this year has been shame- with stock exchange firms will exper- tion are:
a telephone switchboard to Miss Eva
DOUBTFUL ever gets by me.
was the guest of Miss Rea Allen last fully neglected.Miss Sue Parks, th* ience no difficulty in subscribing to the
“Because you claim exemptionfrom
Nichols of Ooopersvilleand Mrs. E. L.
Fridays— Saugatuck Commercial Rec- only remaining Scout Mistress,has fin Liberty loan. In that case necessary draft, it by no means follows that you
I hay from top-notch manufacturers.
Libbey. They have resigned their po
ally succeeded in securing Miss Marie arrangements can be made quickly.And are exempt. For the information of
ord.
sitions at the Ottawa Center exchange
I
demand
the same thing in clothesfor
Mrs. Oscar Nystrom left Friday mor* Dykstra, Miss Rena Shore, Miss Mamie the same ia true with those who have the War Department you should make
and have taken up farming. The exyon
that
I demand of the salt that
change is without operators and much ning to spend a few days in Akron, 0. Clute and Miss Kathryn Poppcn for bank accounts. Every bank, tiust com- a claim now if you intend to prosecute
Mrs.
Benj.
Brower
was
a
Grand
Rapnew
captains
and
Lieutenants.
Two
pany
or
brokerage
house
in
the
country
it.
Some
persons
will
be
exempted
on
goes
ON
MY
OWN EACH!
difficultv is being experienced getting
troops “were organized Wednesday stands ready to serve clients in pur- account of their occupations or offices,
ids visitor Friday.
•ueecsKors.
Mrs? John J. Good and daughter night under these leaders but many chasing Liberty bonds.
some on account of the fact that they
No shady fabrlca, or sweatshop slapHenry Dale Cook, son of Dr. and Mary are visiting Mrs. Good's par- more girls are stating their desires to
But Unele Sam is not after buyers have relatives dependent upon them for dash will dot Every thing has to coma
Mrs. M. J. Cook, Friday morning while
join so the need of more captains has who have stock exchange or bank ac- support. Your answer touching these
ents in Alpena, Mich.
crossing the street car track at 13th
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Donnellv are on arisen. There is a great work for the quaintances; he wants the man who baa things will be important in supporting op to my Pike's Peak standardBEstreet and maple Avenue fell off from
a week’s trip to New York and. other girls now and a large organization is no bank account and who has never the claim you now intend to make in FORE I LAY MY MONEY DOWN!
a bicycle fracturing his right arm at Eastern Cities.
assured providing more leaders may before owned a bond. And the country our answer to the present questions,
the shoulder and dislocatingthe elbow.
I like to meet the men who feel the
Mra. George Van Duren spent be secured. They will ally themselves is full of bread-earning men and wo- n stating grounds yon claim as ex
He was taken into Lage’s drug store the week-end with her daughter Mrs. with the Red Cross Society and do men who stand ready to help if they empting you, use one of the following same way I do.
and afterwards removed to the office Wm. Oox.
anything they can to help their conn are just told how the Liberty bonds terms: If you claim to be an executive,
of Dr. Nichols, where he was attended
Architect W. K. Johnson of Chicago try.
legislative, or judicial officers of the
can be purchased on eaiy terms.
by Drs. R. Nichols and D. G. Cook.
was in town Friday looking after bis
If there are young women in the eity
Bead the financial advertisements in State or Nation, name your office and
The death of Mrs. William Austin of interests at Tennessee Beach.
who can give their time this coming any great paper, there should be one say whether it is an Office of the 8tat«
Allegan was surroundedwith severs!
Mr. Henry Covington and Miss Edna summer or part of their time, Miss or more of them answering the very or Nation. If you claim to be a mempathetic incidents. The mother of six Bing of Chicago, are guests of Mrs. Parks would be glad to know of it question about the Liberty bonds that ber -of a religious sect whose creed
children,she had struggled couragoou-- Robert Covingtonof the Nortn Fide. soon that a third troop may be organ are lack in the heada of prospective forbids its ipembers to participate in
ly to keep her brood together and con8. W. Miller, the depot restaurant ized. You may communicate with her buyers. Here, for example is a -circular war in any form, simply name the sect. My New Location, 35 E. 8th St
traded a fatal illness. The oldest a girl man, made a business trip to Grand at 101 W. 15th street or telephone 1649 just received from a banking firm that If yon are employed in the transmission
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
alx years, had a hard time keeping her Rapids Friday.
Citizens Phone.
specializesin $100 bonds; “We take of the United States mails or as an arbrothers and sisters quiet after she an
Samuel Habing, the contractor,was
:o:
pleasure in handing you herewith(en- tificer or workman in an armory, arA FREE DUET PAN
nouneed that “mamma" had died in Grand Rapids on business Friday.
ZEELAND
closure) complete descriptivematter of senal, or navy yard of the United
alone and unattended.With true
Anton 8ief, Sr., was cn business in
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nysson of Holland the United States Government 30 y jar States, or if you are a mariner employE. Z. Dust •Pans free. All subscribers
mother-like courage she dispatched her Grand Rapids Friday.
visited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Liberty Iban of 1917.
J ed in the sea service of any citizen or
brother' five years old to a neighbor
Fred Beeuwkcs was ia RockfordFri- David Vereeke tho first part of the
Purchase la Made Easy
merchant within the United States, so paying one year in advance can receive
who Wiis keeping one of the little girls. day.
#
“For purchase on our ‘small payment sta^p. If you are a felon or otherwise an E. Z. Dost Pan abeolntely FREE.
It vvas dark but the little fellow Icuid
A. H. Brinkman was in Grand Rapids
Frank DeRidder has purchased tho plan’ an initial payment of at least $10 morally deficientand desire to claim Yon don't have to break your back to
the houlb and awakened the family of on business Thursday evening.
residence recently vacated by Henry .will bo accepted at any lime; the ha.- exemption on that ground, state your sweep up the dost but you can stand
Bev. M. A. Stegeman of Cleveland, Rummelt of Henry Kouw.
Burrell Tripp. When Mr. Trip came to
ance to be paid wilhin a year from ground briefly.If you claim phjai- erect with this new kind of a pen. This
the door the little chap said with tears Ohio is visitingin this eity.
Messrs. Joe felenbaas and Dan date of first payment, in subsequent cal disability,state that briefly. If applies to old as well aa new sabecr*Will 01iv« was in Grand Rapids Fri- Meeifwaen will return today from a pay aunts of any amount convenient tc you claim exemption on any other en. |L00 pays the Holland City News
down his face, “please tell
the purchase/, providing a payment if ground, atate your ground briefly.”
just died."
business trip to Detroit.
day.
pas
Grand Haven, who recently went to the
Mayo Brothers sanitarium at Bocheiter, Minn., was operated on and the
operation was most successful Hutty
is well known in Holland being indentified with the gubernatorial campaign
of G. J. Diekema.
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father being ReturningCloud, one of
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different classes were present. The an Indian.
meeting was opened, with hymns sung Finally when she
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was

nine or ten

do.ui,. traveling thru tho

Scripture reading from Ps. 46 by Mrs. country persuaded her father,ReturnGeorge Huiaenga from First churclr, in clou(1 and her French mother, to al-

people. The clergy have for some tim3
to increase the evening attend

K¥hirK,ebh? “S'fM.'. 1.- tb. girl to be .aben «o Montreal

ance at their services,lessened, they

young Chorus under the. direction of Gerrit ang given a convent education. Sho
Van Leal, gave three .election..
lo Montr„| .leven yean no
people in the movies.
Chat. Dykstra with a few words wel_ ,
j
Finding it difficult to cope with a corned all the ladies to her church and der the tutelage of the Jesuits and bepointed out to all the necessity of an c^mt a cunured woman. She could not
rival whose attractionswere so powerIntroducedonly apeak the language ot her native
ful, a band of wise men congregated
Rev.
Bowerman
of
the
M.
E. church tribe, the Chippewas,but could talk
to combat the screen with Us own
as the chief speaker for the evsning. prem.h flueDtiy and also English.
ammunition.
Hie topic wa.
DuriD|! the period >be w.. in Mon“Bring pictures into the churck,”
Cross Movement
r -----aaid one clergyman.“ We are Uviag in and an explanation made as to bow treai t),e girl several times journeyed
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At fhis meeting Maple Avenue again
received the banner for highest
LaFlamboise

per

assail

attendance

Dr:J. W. Shanks, the Nose
and Throat Surgeon

Wlf.

Enterprising

if

ahd his young

HEATS
VANDER VEER, U2

E. It*

Street. For choice ‘eteeks, fowls, or
game In seuon. Cll liens Phone 1041

(Dr. J. U. Shanks, nose and throat
DR. N. K. PRINCE
surgeon, New Peck Building, 85 -Monroe avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich., has
VeterinaryPhysicianand Snrgeot
of many other houses of worship.
prepared a series of educational art!Night Calls promptly attended to
.From this there grew the organitaPhone
Holland Mich.
nes[
, it, , cles on adenoids, tonsils, catarrh and
ATTORNEYS
AND
NOTARIES
tion of the Bible Film Company, with
deafness, extractsof which will appear
studios in Las Vegaa, N. M. Las VeIn this column from time to time. Dr. DIEKEMA, KOLLEN A TEN GATE
Wh.t au industry can mea. t« a
‘^‘c.0
BANKS
gas waa chosen because of ita teaemShanks is nose and throat surgeon at
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
ia uiusiraieu
illustrated by
comparison between | The trftdiny post ai
at tiowcu
Lowell was one
blance to tno
Liana. r.acn
jncune jg
oy a cunipanwu
blanco
the noiv
Holy Land.
Each picture
THE FIRST STATE BANK
St. Mary’s hospital, St. John’s Orphan ! Office over First Ststt'Bank. Both
Capital Stock paid In..—..... 60,00$
asylum, chief of the nose and throat Phones.
Surplua and undividedprofit* 60,000
departmentof the Grand Rapids AntiDepositor! Security
110, 000
tuberculosisDispensory, and chief sor
LOUIS H. OSTERHOUS
what shall be eliminated. The person- 1 workl 0f Flint had a census taken of there with their pelts and made it an geon of the Michigan Railway Com4
per
cent
Interest
paid
on
time
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
nel of this board
thlt €it for the purp08e 0f making important center, where councils were pany.— Editor.)
deposit!.
Practice#In All 8 tele and Federal
Bight Rev. Frederick B. Howden, D.
0ften j,eid by the Indians.
Exchange oo all buslneea cent*®
1)., Episcopal bishop of New Mexieo; , certain changes in tho public service, Both LaFlamb0iseand his wife were
Court#. Office in Court House
Mothers, fathers and school teachers
domeatlcand foreign.
Michigan.
Dr. Oxoro 8. Davis, Ph. D. D., president ‘ and then jt was determined t’jat Flint devout Christiansand they were a pow- owe a duty to thc children under their Grand
Q. I Dlekema, Free.
of Chicago Theological Seminary; the
Miebi- cr of good among the Indians. They care, and their first duty is to see j
J. W. Bear da lee. V. P.
Rev. ChristianF. Resiner,D. D., pastor
third lar8c8t Cill
Pftrried the cross with their commercial wHbther the child is suffering with adc- 1
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
.. Grace
n-.. Methodist
of
Methodist Episcopal charch, 1 gtn, having passed Saginaw in popula- avoPatjon and converted to the Catholic noids. This can quickly be determined. J. J. Moreen, Corner Tentn and CenTHE PEOPIjES STATE BANK
New York City; Prof. T. G.
— Boares,
------ ^.on and being only smaller than Do- faith many tribesmen. Mr. LaFlam- If the boy or girl is troubled with
tral Ave. Citizens Phone
head of the departmentof religious ed
Capital
stock paid In ------- $10,00$
mouth breathing, is behind in school
1416. Bell Phone
^pecld iy
oration Universityof Chicago, and troit .ud Grand B.Pid.. The
Additionalstockbold®'a liabilstudies, is restless, lacks ambition,
141
the Rev. Allen Andrews, pastor of the of Flint are now making the boast that d-ang and performed many deeds of catches cold easily, and has earache, It
ity...—
60,000
First MethodistEpiscopal church, Ft. they are headed for second place in kindness for the childrenand women of is an indisputable sigh that the child
Depoalt
or
aecnrity ------------ 100,000
MUSIC
Worth, Texas, chairman. The Board is
the tribes. She developed also, the tact has adenoids.
Pays 4 per cent Interest on bavin®
Cook Broa. For the lateat Popular
population in
possessed by her husband, and was as
non-sectarian.
Deposits
Adenoids grow quickly and obstruct songs and the beet In the music line
The above names will guarantee that
Only a comparatively few years ago „hrewd as he in dealing with thc InDIRECTORS
nose breathing.It is one of the worst- Cltlzeo* phone 1269. 37 East Eighth
each foot of film issued by the Bible
Flint was In the class of cities in which
,
A. Vterber, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Tea
^ gped on Every Bpring
the afflicitionsthat can befall a growfiig
company will be sacred in character rum waa
Street
Cate, Geo. P- Hummer, D. P. Yntema,
and have historicaland chornological Holland finds itself. P0Pu'atl0n f
LaFlamboise 's would leave Mackinac child, because mouth breathing retards
thc
development
of
the
nose
and
upper
correctness.
many years hovered between 10000 and jn Mackinaw boats with a ritinue of
LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH J. O. Rutger.
;aw\ The roof of the mouth becomes Scott-Lugera Lumber Co., River Avenu#
C. 8. Edwards, associated with the
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
high and narrow, and the mouth small.
Pathe company for years, has accepted 15,000.
up'rte1 coMt1 ofX.'k^ Mich*g»n
snd Sixth St., Phone 1001
The
mouth
becomes
so
small
that
when
the position of director general and the
Bjver
and then up the
to Lowell,
FRIS BOOK STORE
iiuv 1910 census Flint had only 38,550.l XL
V Cl f IHI'A vuv*a M I
MT m river
a
A . 1 I
_ fit. A —
.1 * n
«r«11nrPAV*9
will have charge of making these Bi- But at that time it .
Books, Stationery, Bibles, New*
had already entered bartering with thc Indian villagers thc second set of teeth come, there is
UNDERTAKING
not sufficient room and the teeth are
blical moving pictures.
and Magazinea
DYKSTRA, 40 EAST 30 W. papers,
^ld ^^btek'to Ma?kina-- irregular.
The studio of the Bible Film com- upon its phenominalperiod of
8th
Phone 1740
EIGHTH Street. Citizen* phone
pany is located six miles outside of Today it is credited with more than many boat loads of valuable pelt* and
Parents do not wish their children
1267-2r.
Las Vegas on what is known as the
DRUGS AND BUNDIES
twif. ,h. population it had
leaving
to be less keen mentally than their
Moatexuma Hotel property and the Hot
DOE8BURG,
H. R., DEALER IM
companions, and teachers do not want
Springs. This embraces over 900
ing to Mackinac for the winter.
DR. A. LEENHOUTB
DRUGS,
medicine,
painta, oils, toilet N
dull pupils. That is one reason why
acres of land and represents...
an invest•t.ca.
-----A1i 0f wbich is due to the automo- jn the spring of 1809 Lallamboise
EYE, EAR, NOSE
THROAT articles- Imports and domestic
mothers, fathers and teachers should
ment of $700,000 which indicates that < bile indultry. Had Holland fifteen and his wife with their usual retinue
SPECIALIST
cigar*. Citizens phone 1291. 32
watch a child closely. Give the child
these Biblicalhappenings will be made
ia'nded the automobile Indus- Were proceeding up the lake to Grand
Peters Bldg.
a chance. Your child can be as bright
Eighth Street
with as much care to technicalities
as
that iocated in Flint, there is no River. Night coming on they drove
as any other child, if conditions are Cor. Central Ave. and 8yi St., Holland,
if they were a light bit of featured ficfic- „
'
believe
that
this
city
might
their
boats
ashore
at
a
point
about
midreason to
mid
Michigan
MISS HELENE PKLGRBi
tion made by a long established com-* not todav be the third largest in thc way between where the cities of Mus the same. Remove thc cause. You can
be sure the little one lias adenoids if
Teacher of Plano
OFFICE HOURS
pany.
state. This city has many more of the fcegon and Grand Haven are new local
Cits. Phone 1460
The topograph of Las Vegas suggests natural advantagesfor growth than ed in the lake shore bluffs where they subject to cold in the head, catarrh of 9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m. Evening*
the nose, deafness,restlessness in sleep,
Residence 107 West 12th St
and resembles Palestine more than any
Tues. and Sals., 7:30 to 9.
camped with a party of Pottawottomie
or is dull and anemic.
other spot in the United States.
Instead of growing at the abnormal Indians. They were greeted in a friendPerfect reproductions of the Horn rate at which Flint has.bccn increasingjy Way by all but one young Indian
DENTISTS
plumbers and roofers
Mothers, fathers and school teachers
of Hatton, the scene of the sermon on in size Holland has grown about two whose persistentdemands for whiskey
Dr. James 0. Scott
should remember that adenoids means TYLER VAN LANDEGEND, Dealer
the mount; Mount Hcrmen, where tho thousandin population since the 1910 angcrcd LaFlamboise. The liquor he
Dentist
lack of concentrating the mind, logs In WlndmlHe, Gasoline Engines.
transfigurationoccurred; Golgotha, census. A growth like Flint’s is of wouid not give the young buck, and the
Hour*; 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
keeness of mentality, and affects tho Pumps and Plumbing Supplies. Cits,
where Christ was crucified, and other course extremely rare, but several other iatter jn his rage, drew a long knife,
82 East Eighth
Holland. MU*
mind permanently. I will be glad to phone 1031. 49 West 8th Street.
typical scenes from the New Testa- cities in Michigan, without the aid of | a„d before LaFlamboise could resist
examine your child free of charge.
ment, are to be seen near Las Vegas the Aladdin’s lamp of the auto inWrite me for booklet on adenoids, or sight. Reluctantly they unbound their ed was not given that place in history
with a vividness that is startling.
dustry, are increasing rapidly in si®,
iailIUUIOCCJk.,,,cu
........
better still,bring your child and let
°
__ a.
Anar tsnri ann n
which .1.
she 10 •tnVilir
richly Adeserved
and hot
'The climate is not unlike that of notable among them Muskegon. There jy and the Indian disappeared in thc
me examine him. I will tell you what captive.
California, which has attractedso many is no reason why Holland should not night.
Mrs.
LaFlamboise,
remaining
strong been almost wholly forgotten by historis wrong.
.
_____
inn I m \r
__
film producers to its golden sunshine. take
Mrs.
LaFlamboisehad the remains of
in her desire to have Nequat freed, the ians. Nevertheless, the influence for
tho mforward
stride in
in mvnnlnt
population
It is picture weather, the sort
which
.......
... that some 0I
chief addressed the captive in tone* ot good she exerted among Indians, inclinof ine
the oint.r
other cm
citi Bs are taking her husband placed in a bateau and
makes clear photographyand
are not norroal and It is not im- carried to the trading post on Grand
ed to be hostile to tho whites, her beau,your square dealings with us have deepest scorn, reminding him of his perrich texture of film
*-i— we «««
possible that the .industries
now River where they were buried. That promoted ub to bring to you, Nequat the fidy to one who had been a friend of tiful simplicityand her deep ChristianThe Rev. Chester Bucher of Lima, in have together with others that will lo- was a long, sad summer for the ^rief
murderer of your beloved husband. We the tribe, belittlingin language that ity were the noble heritages of membehalf of this new picture Bible alii
cate here may mean much for the stricken woman ,but her Spartan cour- beg of you to Btnte thc manner in which was eloquent,the murderer, and closing ory which she has left.
ance, has Written a comprehensivear city’s growth. The people of Holland age asserted itself and she assumed the
Mrs. LaFlamboise never again marhe shall be put to death as expiatiou by telling Nequat that he was free, bu*.
tide in which he says:
that should be ever return to the land
duties of her murdered husband with for the crime he committed.’’
ried after the death of her husband.
W« are Uviag in a picture age. Th,
,* ^^‘grcTdea'0.' 8r‘’Wlb' zeal. So successfulwas she in trading
Mrs. La Flamboise with wet eyes, ot, the Pottowottomies he would be Full of years she fell peacefully to her
newspapers, magazines, books and adt -0
with the Indians that the Astors gave but with a strong voice addressed tho burned at the stake.
last sleep in 1846 and her remains
vertisers are all using pictures to send
her tho agency formerly presided over Indians in their own tongue: “It ia well
The young tribesmanuttered not a are covered by a stone on the Island of
•
home their message. This is because
by her husband.
that you have brought to me, Nequat, word but strutted off into the forest. Mackinac. She Is buried by the side
people remember faces better than
Early that same autumn before her the murderer.It shows the love which Indians the ne^ season founia body
of her husband whoso body was brought
names. Most of our knowledge is rereturn to Mackinac a body of Pottovrot* you had for my husband and the re- with a knife thrust to the hilt in its
to Mackinac from the wilds of western
ceived thru the eye.
tomie Indians arrived in canoes at the sped which you now bear me. But thru J chest.
Beyond doubt it was that of Michigan the autumn after thc murder.
chest,
“In spite of this fact the church
One of the most remarkablewomen trading post on Grand River, having the long summer the malice, which I Nequat, who banished from his tribe a Very few of thc thousands of visitor#
has been addressing thejnessage to the
as a captive, the young savage who first bore the slayer of my husband has wandererin tho wilderness,had taken who annually visit Mackinac realise
of
the days of early settlement in westhuman heart by way of the car. But
had murderedLaFlamboise.They brot passed away. As solace for the great his own life, by the same method he that the two graces contain all that ia
some people have learned that the Lord ern Michigan was Mr*. Joseph LaFlam him uefore Mrs. LaFlamboiseand the
sorrow and for the shadow which has had killed LeFlamboise.
mortal of two people who were powercan use and bless an appeal that touchboise. The early historiansdo not give scene that followed was both pathetic darkened my life forever,I have read
Tho seasons rolled along and Mrs. ful in opening to civilizationthe weses the optic nerve as well as one that
and dramatip. A Pottowottomie chief- the good book, which tells us to bear LaFlamboisecontinued her journeys tern half of a great state, and whose
this woman*thecredit or the promin nee
strikesthe auditory.
tain spoke first:
our hurt* and the sin* of other* towards every season up and down Lake Michi- work has never been given the reward
which her courage and heroism entitled
“We have brought to you, Madame us, without malice. I know that would gan in the interestsof the American in history which it merited.
You caq nuke a whole lot of worse
her to. Certain it is that her life his- LaFlamboise,the wicked Indian, who be thc wish of my dead husband were Fur Trading Co.
Mrs. LaFlamboise’only daughter ininvestments than a Liberty bond, and
in an evil moment murdered your hus- he now living. My desire is that you
She became wealthy and in 1821 retory was made up of remprkablp devoband
Why
he did it we do not know. free the captive?give him his life, but , signed her commissionwith the Astors herited much of the bcanty of the
no doubt yon have and wllL
mother. She married Captain Benjamin
tion to her religiousfaith, wonderful In tho years that you have visited our cast him from your tribe forever.”
! and was succeeded by Bix Robinson, a
o
Pierce, a brother of the President of
land there has grown up between us a
The
tribesmen
wondered
at
this,
as
(am0us
trader
whose
name
is
inseparaDr. Paul De Kruif of Ann Arbor ar- fortitude and an aptitude for business
love which a Pottowottomie seldom has themhad expected that it would be any ' b]y ijnfced with the history of Michigan, the United States and has been dead,
rived here Monday evening. He was
that was surprising.
for a white, or a part white a^you arc. woman ’i wish to have Nequat executed, Mrs. La Flamboise, whom he succeed- these many years.
called to this city by the severe Ulness
A considerable portion of Mrs. La But your many deeds of kindness and and they had intended to kill him in her |
of his father,Henry De Kruif.

doubt they will meet the requirements eentage in

started for, the wilderness Immediately
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Holland Qi*y

WHAT YOU SAY IN THIS PAPBB SURPRISE ?OR MISS
' THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Mr. W. H. Porter of thii city caught
last Monday two large muskellonges,
one weighing 25% pounds and the other 15*4 pounds.

THIRTY YEARS AGO

SAW TWO FELLOW NURSES
ED AT HER SIDE

Born to Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Whaley,
of Fillmore,on May 12— a girl.
CentennialPark is looking nicely.
The trees are growing finely and everyThirty members of the “Friendly
thing about the Park contributesto its Gleaners” 8. 8. class of Third church
beautiful appearance.
Sunday School gatheredat the home
of Mrs. A. M. Galentine, Friday even-

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

The “Castle” near Macatawa Park, ing, for a regular meeting of the class,
erected by Mr., Schwartzof Chicago, is to be entertained by Mrs. Galentine
progressing nicely. The foundation and Miss Dora Btrowenjans.
walls are up and the building will b*
After tho regular business session of
completed before the opening of the the class, envelopes containing alvereason.
tisemonts cut from magazines, number-

TWENTY years ago

Mrs. Jol.anna Droll died Tuesday
morning.She was 35 years of age.
Card are out announcing the marriage of Kev. M. E. Broekstra and
Miss Johanna Karreman next Tuesday
evening at the latter’s home at eight
o’clock.

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. K.
Vender Woude on Mondav.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
Dr. Henry Vanden Berg died Mon
day morning at his home in Zeeland at
the ago of 45 years.

TEN YEARS AGO
Mr. and Mrs. George Dalman have
issued invitationsto the marriage >f
their daughter Bertha, to Rev. John
VanZomeren on Wednesday evening
May 29, at their home, 4(1* East 13th
fit.

-o

DON’T GIVE UP SAYS
A GARDEN

EXPERT

WTT.T-

Miss Bessie Van Ark of this city, a
graduate 4t the Evanston Hospital In
Illinois, wws aboard the steamer Mongolia, en route for Europe, on which
tho two Red Cross nurses were killed by
a shell fired by a naval gun in practice. Miss Van Ark was standing with
group of nurses witching the target
and almost simultaneouslv saw the two
victims drop dead. Miss' Van Ark and
Miss Helen Woods, one of the victims
were intimate’frienda.She is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman VanArk
and volunteered with the Evanston unit
for servicein France.

ed, were distributedto the guests. Care
of course was tajicn that Miss Hoekje,
tho class teacher received the number
last on the list. Prizes were awarded
each person as they successfullyguessed their “puzzle” and Miss Hoekje ’i
MUSKEGON GAME WARDEN BAYS
repeated requests for her prize “No.
TO DESTROY THE
M — Lily White Flour”-— were quite igNETS.
nored until the others .sd received
theirs. Then she was conductedto a
In the Muskegon Chronicle lust Wed
room where a barrel of “Lily White
Hour” awaited her. This she carried nesdsy appeared the following storv
into the room where the guests were relativeto the seizing of nets of local
fishermen:
assembled and then there took place a
Thh 96 illegallymeshed fishing nets
successionof “Oh’s” and “ah’s”,
etc., as article after article, useful and seized by the state game wardens deornamental, hand-madeand ready-made partment last week when Peter and W.
were taken from the barrel, unwr. pped Ver Duin of Grand Haven and Benjamand admired. Tho entire affair was in Vender Berg of Muskegon pleaded
entirely unexpected by Miss Hoekja guilty to a charge of unlawful fishing,
and she very aptly expressed her will probably be confiscatedat a loss
thanks and appreciationfor tho expres- close to a 11000 to the fishermen. Deputy State Game Warden George Weilsions of friendship thus presented.
A genera] friendly time pervaded hamer %i Muskegon stated that there
during the evening, with much music seems to be no other alternativebut to
and laughter,and
most delicious confiscatethe nets, altho it will mean
heavy financial loss to the fishermen.
luncheon was served.
"It may be possible that life nets
The homo was prettily . decorated
will be sold by the state game warden
with red cupids, hearts and tulips.
Miss Hoekje has been the efficient department and the money returned to
teacher of this class for thf past year the three fishermen,” said the deputy
and will soon leave for Japan where game warden. “That is up to the
she will be engsged in mission vorki state game warden’s department,and
altho it could be done, it is an unusun'
action. There were five Sailing boat*
MEETING WAS VERY
on this side of the lake and three o'
LARGELY ATTENDED them containedthe illegally meshed
net*. It will be three months before
The meeting of the W. C. T. U. at regulationnets can be obtained by the
the home of Mrs. J. Visscher, 675* fishermen,” explained Mr. tyUhamer.
“The nets were used in chub fish
State street, was largely attended,
about fifty ladies gathering in the spa- ing about 10 miies out in the lake and
did not affect the regular fishing, as
cious rooms.
The subject of the afternoon being many supposed. The chubs are small
Spring”, this idea was carried out iu fish which are smoked and cannot b’
tho devotions, conductedby Mrs. A. caught with hook and line,” said Mr".

WILL LOSE VALUABLE
NETS SAYS

WARDEN

a

ADVICE IS HANDED OUT TO
AMATEUR CITY FARMER TO DO
SOME WATCHFUL
WAITING.
There are a great many persons

in

Holland who have a backyardgarden
for the

first

time this spring, aid there

*tre perhaps more discouraged people
that those amateur agriculturists. Witn
the weather against them and nothing
as yet to show for all the work the^r

have put into the spading and planting of a

many are
conclusionthat back'

little plot of soil,

coming to the

Meyer and in the responses to roll call. Weihamer. yard gardeningis not what it is
The program was in charge of Mrs.
ROAD COMMISSIONERS MEET
“cracked up to be.” The opinion is Eidson and consisted of a reading by
Miss Donnelly, “The Doctor’s Story”
being frequently expressedby these
Tho Ottawa County Road Commisand an encore “The Dear Old Flag.”
persons that nothing is coming and The music was furpished by Mrs. J. sioners met in the court house Thurs
Prakken, who sang “A Memory” and day for the purpose of receiving routhat all their work has been in vain.
“Sunbeam” after which a pleasant so: tine business and allowing current
The more experienced backyardgar- cial hour was enjoyed while tea *and bills. It was also decided at the meetdeners merely smile at all this pessim- cakes were served by Mrs. Viseeher ing today that a formal opening of the
bridge at Eastmanville, will be held
ism and are patiently waiting for and the hostesses of the afternoon,Mrs.
on June 12. At this time there will
Welton and Mrs. Van Ark.
warm weather. They know that the
The next meeting will be the annual be general festivities becoming the ocfact that the season Is late does not Flower Mission social at the home casion and a celebration of the completion of the much needed improvenecessarily mean that the crop is go- of Mrs. Dutton.
— —— n
ment. Austin Harringtonrepresented
ing io be a failure.
Holland on the commission.
SELLS THREE INCHES OF

-

“Just now the beginners ip back
yard gardening need a word or 'two to
brace them up,” one experienced Uolland gardener said today. “I have frequently planted my garden in seaeons just as backward as this one and
by the time midsummer came along I
had as fine a crop of potatoes and other vegetables ns could be hoped for.
Today my potatoes are just coming up
that I planted four weeks ago. It
would be fine if they were a half a foot
high, they are in normal springs at this
time, but because they are not is no
reason that I ’m not going to have a
good crop. Just /i little watchful waiting applied to gardeningis what the
average citv farmer need to do at this
time. Don’t get discouraged and quit.
It is the man who sticks to it and who
looks after the weeds from now until
fall who is going to get results.”

TO DRESS DP STREETS

AND SIDEWALKS FOR
SUNDAY INSPECTION

GROUND

IN

GRAND HAVEN

GOOD

Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Bat-

to
At

last 800 people comfortably filled

the Central Ave. church

tle Creek,

Thursdaynight

sented by the Choral society of that
church, Fifty mixed voices sang “The
Divine Shepherd” which was presented
in a very creditablemanner under the
leadership of Mr. Cornelius Dornbos,
director. The soprano solo “The
Call,” by Mrs. P. Veit man with violin
obligato by Peter Sikkel was especially
well rendered.
The following program was given:
Prelude, Pipe Organ; singing, Psalm,
prayer, Rev. B. H. Einink; chorus,The
Lord Reigncth; quartet, Who can understand Hint Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Veitman, Jeanette Dornbos and Gerrit
Kaashaek; chorus, Sing unto tho
Lord; Altos and Chorus, The Branch;
Soprano solo, And it Came to Pass, Mrs.
P. Veitman;chorus, Come thou Fount;
chorus, For God so Loved the World;
chorus, Praise and Thanksgiving;soprano solo, The4Call, Mrs. P. Veitman,
Violin Oligato, Peter Sikkel; chorus,
The Bcattitudei; Collection for Home
Missions, locsl; trio, Prayer, Sopranos,
Altos and Tenors; duct and chorus, Tho
Homeland, Altos and Tenors, chorus
and bass solo, With His stripes we aro
Healed, John Kaashoek; male chorur,
My Guide; chorus, The Victory of tho
Cross; male chorus, Cross of Jesus;
chorus,In my Father’s House; quartet,
The City of the Sure Foundation; chorus, The Lord be With Us; closing,
President. Mr. C. Dornbos, Director;
Miss Ella Brink, accompanist, Peter
Sikkel, violinist.
The following are the officers of the
society:Nick Kammcraad, president;
H. Brink, vice-president;John Kaashoek, secretary;John Verschure, treasurer; Bert Bareman, ass’t treasurer.

ast and Frequent Service

f

Passenger Trains
Limited All the

Lv.

Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detroit next
morning

Lv. Detroit at noon and reach Holland the next

Graham & Morton Li
CHICAGO STEAMER
DAILY SERVICE
Leave Holland
to

SEND THE BOYS TO COLLEGE
THE war has already greatly dis-

this second egg* there came
likewise a normal white and yolk and
ZEELAND SERIOUSLY ILL still another tiny egg complete with
its ha nr shell, and unattached. She
Tony DeKruif was in Holland Fridav called the World-Herald before she
afternoon to meet bis brother Peter D*e broke this one and asked for instruc
Kruif of Orange, City, la., who was call- tions. She was instructed to proceed
ed here by the serious illncs.Hof his with nil speed.

A law

passed at tho last session of
Marriage Licenses
the legislatureanil signed by the govHerman Meppellnk,28, Holland ernor: “Any cat pursuing or killing
clerk, Lena Visaer, 22, Holland.
any. protected game animal or bird may
John De Boe, Jr., 22, Holland, shoe -be killed by the owner of la.id or any
man; Lydia Brenker, 22, Holland.
warden or other officer aud the o.vner
John G. Kappenga, 27, Holland, who permits a cat to run at large
; Johanna Bennink. 22, of •hall be guilty of a misdemeanor.”
What about chickens?

change

J. S.

turbed the regular order of thlngi in

“The

third egg, no bigger than a
small bird s egg, had a very tough
inner skin, and its yolk completely filled it. But within the yolk there was a
bard lump.

p.m.

St.

Leave Chicago at

Joseph. The

7:00 p.m.

reserved

right is

this schedule without notice.

KRESS, Local Agent

the colleges and universitiesof our

Local Phones:
land. Many young men, and among Citizens 1081f Bell 78
them some of the choicest and best,

Cliiaio Dock: Foot of

Wtbuk At.

Chiafo Phone: 2161 Central

have enlisted and are in training for
national defense

or

service abroad,

while many others are busy on farms to
increaseproduction and keep the world
supplied with food. The classls In consequence are very greatly depleted.

The

North westenF University Bul-

letin of

May 5th pronouncesthe rum-

The Cause of Stomach Trouble

or baseless “that possibly the University will

suspend sessionsnext

The

fall or

letter (B) in the

accompanying

winter because of the claims of mili-

illustration points to the real

tary service on large numbers of the

All Sfomach Troubles.

institutionsof learning;

them Hope

We

Cause of

body.” Similar rumors have

student

pinches the

college.

stomach.

take occasion to announce, there-

fore, that

Hope

College will open its

doors, as usual, next

V

The abnormal position of this bone

and among

2nd Floor

WHY

at 8:10

All trips made vto

Peters Bldg.

“From

noon

The Michigan Trust Co., Receiver for

complete their courses of study. That

HENRY DE KRUIF OF

Way-Every Two Hours

Freight Trains

turn to resume their collegeduties and

one also.

Jackson and Detroit

to listen to the sixth annual event pre-

not run over 10 per cent.

DOUGLAS

-

.

Way

Electric

been circulated with regard *to other

HOW MANY EGGS DID

erty.
- -

FORMER HOLLAND
MAN
SCRAPE

:o:

:o:

JUST

The

OHORUB DOES FINE WORK VIOLIN OBLIGATO ESPECIALLY

A real metropolitan realty deal was
THIS SHELL CONTAIN?
consumated in Grand Haven Fridav
when Bert Bolt sold to Henry Bingel(The following item was received
berg three inches of ground ou the
boundaryof their two respectiveprop- from the former news correspondent
erties in the cast end business district. at Zeeland, P. H. Brouwer, now of
The little strip runs from Washington Omaha, Neb., which was published in
street front to the rear of the prop- one of the papers in the western city.)
“When Mrs. C. Johnson, 623 North
r
Twentieth street, bought a dozen of
—
:o:
PEACH CROP WILL BE LIGHT eggs at her grocer’syesterday, she saw
nothing peculiar about any cf them.
But one of them was decidedly so.
Peaches are sure to bo a light crop
fehe broke the shell of one, prein Michigan. The May crop report is- paratory to frying it. Out fell a regusued by the state departmentat Lan- lar white and yolk, just such as com
sing, places the average prospect at 30 mon or garden eggs contain. But there
per cent, as compared with 79 per cent also fell out an other egg, with a com
a year ago, but other good authorities plete, hard shell, the deplica of the
say that the average for the slate will outer egg, hut smaller. She broke this

Grand Haven Tribune — This is such
a good story that it should be kept still
until the thing happens, that the peo- brother Henry De Kruif, fo;mer imple of Grand Haven may enjoy that plement dealers of Zeeland. Mr. De
extra amount of joy which conics al- Kruif is said to be in n very critical
ways with a happy surprise. But it 'a condition.
really too good to keep. In fuel there
is too much pride involved to justify
any length of secrecy about it.
IN
No longer will Sunday visitors who
pay their respects to Grand Haven
IN
gaze distastefully upon the cumulations
of a day’s traffic and chreless SaturDAN HAOKLANDER STAGES MOV
day shopping crowd. They will no
IE OF VERDUN FOR GERMAN
longer see the festive peanut husk
PARTISAN.
scattered broadcast in tho streets.
There will be no orange peels and nFriday morning two farm hands who
mains of bananas on the streets or were working on Mr. Lundqoist’a farm
sidewalks, to lower a personal regard
southeast of Douglas, got into an alteror possibly themselves in reality. All
cation and one of them, Dan Hackthese and sundry other things will be
lander, pulled out a revolver and shot
•pared both visitor and home folks, beat the other (whose full name is unginning next Sunday.
known, but who went by the name of
Paved streetsof Grand Haven will Dick, and is a German). The shooting
be swept, cleaned and sprinkled every did not seriously hurt Mr. Gorman.
Saturday night hereafter. Proprietors
Dick, it seems, had been talking
of stores will be asked to sweep the
against the United States government,
sidewffiks on Saturday night before
especially against President Wilson,
closing time that the street force may
and asserted he should be killed. This
leave a perfectly clean street.
aroused Hacklamler’s patriotic ire, with
This bit of happy announcementwas
the result that he staged an animatmade at the ('hamber of Commerce ofed movie of the battle of Verdun on
fices Thursday night before committee
the spot.
meetings of Civic affairs. City ManThe United States Marshal at Grand
ager Ellison explained to the commitRapids was notified and a deputy came
tee that all arrangementsfor this poland got Dick, the German, taking him
icy of dressing up the city for Sunday
to Allegan, where ho is now locked up.
had been completed and was put
Hacklanderwas arrestedby the sherinto effect last week for permanentobiff for shooting,and hfewas also taken
, servanoe.
to Allegan and put in jail.
Realizing that this move will be >i
Daniel Hacklanderof Saugatuck enlittle worth in really keeping the streets
tered a pica of guilty to the charge of
and sidewalks in trim for Sunday un- carrying concealed weapons,was placless there is more or less co-operation
ed on probation after paying tho costs
on the part of the merchantbody it u of prosecution.
emphatically requested that store pro-:o:
prietors have sidewalks swept clean of .ANOTHER REASON
all rubbish and cumulationof dirt beYOU MAY KILL CATS
fore closing on Saturday night.

-

ATTEND OENTBAL
AVE. CHOEAL CANTATA

800

DEATH ON STEAMER

GERTRUD^ HOEKJE
‘FRIENDLY GLEANERS” GIVE
“SHOWER” FOR TEACHER WHO
SOON LEAVES FOR MISSIONARY FIELD

Hws

nerve which controls the

^

Correct the position of this bone,

Septemberfor the

which relieves the pressure from the

1917-18 school year, with a strong faculty who have already been re-engaged
with every preparation and facility for
a big year’s work.

• It’s

done with the hands only, no

pain,

speedy re-

lief.

It Is possible that some young

who

nerves and your stomach trouble disappears.

are still with us

may be

men

drafted

into the service, under the Conscrip-

De Jonge, Spine Expert

tion act, and that of those who have
left, or

may

leave, some

possibility is sad to

may

never re-

Hours
1:30 to S p.

contemplate.The

1 to 8

p.

m. Daily

m. Tues., Thur.,

Sat.

Eve.

Dean of the Faculty of Law of Northwestern University well says

“One

of

the greatest and saddest calamities already obvious aa a lamentable result of

NEW HOME

the war, for European nations,Is that
the intellectualflower of their population Is being destroyed.

MACHINE
\ \ QUALITY

A great swath

of destruction has been cut through

“I believe, if that egg had been al- the ranks of educated young men who
lowed to ripen a bit,” said Mrs. John- were to form the intellectual leaders of
» “we would have had still anothson.
the coming generation. They are gone.
n
i

The world has lost them. And those

GEORGE STEININOER
SPEAKS AT BANQUET
IN

GRAND HAVEN

The banquet given Wednesday evening by the members of the Pioneer Bible class of the Second Reformed
church in the church parlors at Grand
Haven proved to be one of the most instructive and pleasant of anv held in
several years. Judge James J. Danhof was chosen toast master and after
a hearty welcome to nil present he in-

nations in the coming years will be by
so

much

the weaker and less progres-

sive, less able to master the future
problems.

Never has the need cf encouraging
young men to go to collegebeen more
Imperative than it Is at present. The

thousands all over the land who

In-

termit or permanentlydiscontinuetheir

studies will seriously Interrupt for
troduced George Steiningerof New some time to come the regular supplf
i ork City who gave an interestingtalk
on tho war and the fluty of all men to- of educated men so much needed in all
ward it. following Mr. Steininger, the Important spheres of activity. In
Judge Danhof called on the Rev. Vru- our colleges and universities young
wink, pastor of the church and he
gave a vivid descriptionof Indian life men are trained for leadership in the
in Oklahoma. Rev. Vruwink before Industrial,commercial,, scientific and
coming hero spent three years in Oklaprofessionallife of the nation. They
homa and worked among the Indians.
Ex-Mayor Peter Van Zylen and Geo. will be In great demand when they

De Young gave brief talks on the shall have finished their preparation
Liberty Loan proposition which is organized in that city. The program was The ranks must be kept filled. Send
interspersedwith victrola music by J. the boys to College!
J. Boer and instrumental music by Ar.
A. VENNEMA.
thur Kaatz. There were sixty present.

- :o:

-

Wm. Winstrom,
Defining a Dentfct
Mrs. W. K. Winters and Mrs. Ella
Gowdy have returned from St. Joseph
On* who pulls out the teeth of otfc
where they attended the W. 8. M. S. •rs to obtain employment for hla own
Conferenceconvention. Mrs. Gowdv —London Evening Standard.
Mrs. Fred Box, Mrs.

If

You Wish

to

Save Money

You don’t have to send away to get a Sewing
Machine at a low price. You can save the
freight charges, and get a better machine for
a

lower price right here.

inspect the
the

RUBY, made

We

invite

you

to

and guaranteed by

New Home Sewing Machine Co.

'

Price (on Terms) - $27.00
Price (Cash)

- -

2S.00

president of the Grand Rapids district
presided at the Thursday afternoon session.

A Single Exception.
"Do you think a memory for dates
for tho memorial celebrationwould
helps a man?" "Sometimes,’’ replied
be pleased to have those that mve
promised contributions to remit to Farmer Corntassel. "But not when be
Tho committee

in charge of the funds

Meyer’s Music House

the financecommittee scsth&t the work la selling spring chickens.”
may properly progress.

Li,.:

.

___

17 West Eighth Street

4

.

K

News

Holland City

_

!*??

ILKB MAY GIVI TWO
PARADES AT STATE

only amnl yti tht Impttlent p>wlnj | tht^^Kril^mto^bick!m
of E horse's hoof and Noreen's whU- ( jinks! he's leadin’ two
per in my ear
Ahm swung down to the ground.
"T|»e— the bigger
la An— and ran hla hen^y over the animals, IH

houes."

OONViNTION IN JUNE

;

PAOB «ET*W

^A^M^S SHOULD

(Kxpireq Aqg. IS. 1917)

HIT
MOBTOAOB SALS

Expins August 1A,

TAKE NOTICE OF THIS

MOBTOAOB SALE
Whcreaa difeull hea hern made In

lhe

Dsfsulthaving hern, ms4< in the rondi- condition* of payment of tb* money ••cared
by Framk by a mortgage, dated the 27th day of April
A. 0. 1900, • eaeceted- by Henry W. Cherty '
florin, tb.
and AdilaideL. Cherry,bii wife, of Um
other Reymond,"I
datt-d Ihla l?th day of July. 10U. and re- City of Holland,Ottawa County,MfcklgUh
IMPORTANT
Didn’t the lieutenant say thet the
corded in the offlre of the Refilter of 'Deedi, to Katr Prlkrr, of the city of Ht. I-otiU.
wishes of the Muskegon lodge, hosts to turned in the same low tone. “The spy an’ the gurl got off on horaea
of Ottawa county, Michigan, on the 20th day Mlaaouri, which laid mortgagewai recorded
the state convention of that order here, two have apparently got together.!
• Washington, May 29— In view of the kf July. A. D. 1914. in LlUer 102 of Mortg- in the office of thf Rcgiitvr of Deeds of the
hitched by the hotel?”
County of Ottawq,'
ra, in Liber 03 of Mortgagea
June 20-23, it developed here Saturday
“It looks ^mighty odd to me,*’ said
sugsr situation, both domestic and for- gagee. pate 185
"1 didn't hear tell"
on page B3A, on the 2Rth day of April
Til A,
two parades will be held during tho
voice suddenly, clearly audible
D. 1900, at 8 o’clock A. M.
Well, I did; enyhow they wusnt
session,one of the Furniture Cltv Elks through the night, “thaf fellow being
And whereae,the amount rlaimed to be
due on eeid mortgage, and the note areomwhile the other will comprise all other ln R#b ani(orm. What
he be
ih?;eTr„Tl.
lieve they re hidin now in that cmirch.
. #a(,torvcondition,,w||j daya, after the lame ihall fail due, the whole panying the eame, at the date of thia noMichigan branches of the organiiation. dol heref«»
Here, you KeUy " a new exultant tdne 1 *
*. «
cona,llon" w '' tm0unt of the i.rincipaiae well aa all in- tice, is the ium of Beven Hundred Sixty*
The entire controversy was
•
lhe Jn‘»«‘lon»“f® that in tere.t .hall thereu,«,ibecome due and pay Beven ($797.00) dollars of principal and
portions of the area devoted t6 able forthwith.And the raortnire alio rov intereit. tnd the furtherium of Thirty
by a Grand Rapids band, said to
* cout’ 1 ^ckon- |fu®Wfe<\ 1 In bis voice, scatter your men
unfair to union labor and which
distinguishable. “Just a around iher whol1 buildin'; we've lugtr beets in this country tho acreage •"•nt. that .aid flr.t party 'hell end win ($80) dollan ai an Attorney fee itipnlated
for in laid mortgage, and which ia the whole
Furniture City lodge plans to bring w»7 we run into, but it mout be treed our game. 1
. this year will exceed that of any other SX’.Ar'rdei'rlhS. VnUlJldaiS.! 'om and
amount rlaimed to be unpaid on .aid morttat tgr take a look along this yere
The guerrillas came forward on year and will be in many cases limited damage by Are, ami in default thereof, the gage, and no euit or proceeding having beta
instituted at law to recover the debt now
Muskegon bands and those -of other ridge afore we ride on."
foot, running, and ecrambllngup the only by the amount of seed now avail- jM*
remaining eeturiNlby laid mortgage, or any
cities refuse to march in he same line “All right," asserted the other. “Ill lucllDe, but inclinedto keep well
other loealities it is under#hin |,PC0Be ^tte ,„d payable part thereof,whereby the power of aala eon.
tained in laid mortgage hai become operalom uaa pint, htood that there Is Considerable beet forthwith.
with the Grand Rapids musicians.
vralt here until Fox and Moran come fmm »ha
trip to Grand Rapids recently failed to up>
of yoar meI1
.
Hnwn tb ntVm th« rime nf »cod whieh is beiryi held in reserve foM And wheresa the Intemt of tb# prlaelnal tive.
Now Therefore, notice ia hereby given that
terlug down the pike, the clang
,
ni.-nr(t»ni.0 named in laid morlfage ii duo and payahlo
^solve the
| ai far aa those wooda over yonder;
his horse'a hoofn dyina away lu
lohT 9 P,,nt,nJ[' ,nIT ;cco4r.dlne®ami ha. been due .ml payable (or more than by virtue of the laid power of iaio, and la
018 norse e nooiB oyiDR away in
with the usual practice. Under the ex- Luty dayi. and »tlll ramaina unpaid,and pursuance of the statute in iurh caee made
distance.Harwood dropped nlu
conditions in this countiy and *n I whereai the Ant party hai defaultedin and provided,the mid mortgage will be
forerloiedby a sale of the prrmiiea therein
pin, hind from off m, .hould.r.nd Europe, It nmy he udviMblo ..y. tho
deicribed at publie auction, to the highest
stepped back from before the window. United States departmentof agncult- u n0w rlaimed to he dm- at th- date of thu bidder at the North front door of the Court
House, in the City of Orand Haven, in anid
i urc, to utilire at least a portion of this notice,the ium of N'ine llundn-d and Thirty.
County of Ottawa, Hlate of Michigan,oa
"Here, ulr." end Whurton moved rej.rve .red iu there loe.litle. j"
tarre.Nm.ooT^id!"t:,' the 22nd day of Augnit, A D. 1917, at t:S0
lightly in the darkness, so as to if’ whlCU tlie larmiug and factory comli- inlaid mortgaie, and no auit or prorr<-ding« o'clock in the afternoon of that day; which
laid premises are deicribed in said mortgage
nlfw hla W h or n hrt.1t
, tioilS will permit the handling of U at law having been inititutrdto recover the
as follows, to wit: ThF following deicribed
land and premiaei. altijatedin the City of
“ You .UenTedTt'he
! '»*"
.....
an rtlrtImn har Pre8cn^ ^®®n contracted
Now therefore by virtue of the (mwer of Holland. County of Ottawa,Htate of MichlYes, air, we found an old Inn
Sugar, an important food in time of i.le containedin .aid mortgige and th. gen. vis J— Lot Three (3), In Block Bix (Ai
to fit across; they’ll hava to crush in peace, is doubly so in time of war, •»•“»<« »» •“«•»>«•.»« nmde and i.rovid.d,no- In the Bouthweil Additionof the City of
Holland, arrordiugto the recorded plat
tb. wood to ,et
both hereuee J th. energy rouUln.d ^'^V.Ta’' ^"ti.r “f
of the City of Holland recordad
the office
Regia"Let Johnson and Mcllyaine Join in a pound of sugar ns compared with afternoon. 1 akall tell at public auction to
Tale
of Deeds, of Ottawa County. Michigan,
me here; what is the name of that lad a pound of other foods and because
Mder. at tbe North front dooi ter
together With all tenementi, hereditamenU
was going to recommend for cor conduct of modern warfare has dough HITfn, inlaid rounty'ofOttawa. ohaV'he and appurtenances thereunto belonging.
Civil Strife
Dated thia 23rd day of Mar. A. D. 1917
I oped many additional used for •UgW|h)K the place when- Circuit Court for th.
KATE KKLKF.K,
Therefore the suvar eompahies and the I *>d County of Ottawa is bolden)
Mortgagee,
“O’Hare,
sir; -atuu
Jacob O'Hare.
v/Aiwio, ail,
,
a thi pftn|1Arv would be ner- I'rpmi’lM described iu said mortgags to pay ( harles H.
Attorney
for
Mortgagee.
Put him in command Of tbe south ‘armfrs °r ,h,8I ^U
J,® the amount of thq mortgage indebtedness nu*ineii Address:
By RANDALL
-sw. 1^. -Jr ..vl 7k- nrtrfh. nl.rtm ' for»n»D2» patrioticduty by increasing with 0 ,>er cent interest from and after
Blae, and you take tho norm, place Jjje BUjjar output BO fur as psaeticable ,d«y r»«l date and all legal costa,together Holland, Michigan.
jlWsdSM l> CD. Rhtim

equipment. ;

«

I
*

^

^

sUrted
the
here.
problem.
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be

A
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MOBTOAOB BALE N0T10B

Oa

SYNOPSIS.
your Utions. Now
Now,

CHAPTER n-Wyatt

meets a moun-

^CHAPTER

fTl-In the house Wyatt anq
nurlor meet Major Harwood, father of ,

“

®P.

U“

10

1

.

Igen, as mortgagor, te the
^
8UUof°fHope
M‘chi^
“ a corporation
Council
College,

lo-

cated in the city of Holland,County ef
Ottawa and Btata of Michigan, as mortgagea,
which said mortgage ia dated the 1st day ot
, Vf.
September,A. Dn 1911 end recorded in the
A.dr* .. Holland, Michigan.
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
County, Michigan, oa ths 2nd day of September, A. D. 1911, in Liber 88 of Mortgagee,
7282— Expirea June 9
on paxe 024, on which mortgage there is
STATE JF halCHIQAN— The 1’robat. rlaimed to be due at the dale of this . utice,
out again through the
| thereby still further increasing the su
Court for the County of Ottawa.
for principal and interest, the sum of
"Friend Cowan-if that be hla name gar production. Owing to the fact
At a session of said Court, held S’ 11777.50,'delinquent taxes of 990.84, making
—seems to be waiting for the military that sugar beets can be produced to adtotal of 91874.84,together with r.n atthe Probate Offlce in the City ot a
torney fee provided for in said mortgage and
to come up." he commented
g^uga/mills are I Grand Haven, In said county, on tbi I bV’ths Buru'tee'oT ih# 8uw;Usnd,,no‘rol‘
' or
Booy,

ti.oWn% “H. H«

fttmt talk. Wyatt becomee suspicious,
Rada that Taylor has murdered Harwood

I

a

window.

and
RM escaped.
^
“nl

”

|

w n.uwd
lalneer
name Jem Taylor,with whom hs
beyond Hot Bprlnga.
fflea to a house
ho

KTS

in
1

gmW^ny ^^eT

plinted and
“Then get to
farnier9who have contracted t0 grow
W^att, you command at the other be(dg can undoubtedlyincrease their M. A.
end; there are two windows and B . acroage gomevhat. Many farmers
door. Here, Uke this gun and belt; I the sugar beet areas who have not yet
can get another." He stopped, and contracted to grow sugar beets could
drew in a quick breath, glancing out undoubtedlyplant
small acreage,

la a spy to hla native county on the Qreea
Briar by General Jackaon.
.

S

•ry Minting, e(
County of OtUva

T.ld You th. Truth," 8h. Answered Quietly.

^

R

harm

wouldn’t do any

to

mockL“aM'

^
a

Z

P.Z2

1917.

te

ia whi'h ‘hey
Ifith (lay of May. A. D.
mortf»S» or eny part thersof,Nolle* is therefor.
U‘*«h"rcl1- Y0“ his chestnuts out Of the fire, mnapa be grown for gugar productionare nrAapna n.n T.m». T
dldn t stop coming
•
he has known you a long while— hey, limited as compared with the larger present, lion. James J.
ciren thtl by T,rtua of th#
area, that are or may be devoted .0 J“ «« “f
“The acquaintancehas been rather the production of other
In the Matter of the Letate of Tuesday, th* 3rd day of July A. D, 1917. el
with which he has been pro- a-ridin’yer bed a hot trail,' an' bo
The sugar beet by-products, top
n00L0i
I three o'clock in the afternooo. the underbrief, but warm."
Captain Fox finds Harwood’s body
pulp, are of high value fu, .lock feed- na lie A.^ipp
«»»*.;- 31*.
__ ___
Taylor's
' | we rode lilfo hell ter git in at the
“No doubt; well, I’ll help make It
ing purposes. Arrangements should |tharleB 11. Mctlnde having filed in | Michlgen,thet being the place where the
rc^AjTER Y-Fox and Wyatt belleva death. Tain#llkely tharis enyone in warmer presently.

TOEJ,r,MKh.C^,htehS
ride# away In tbe night, running Into

out?

Wy*ttr

foods.
and

trail

_

^.^A
uanhof,

•

$u±

Deceaaed

ts |
IiOos

attorney

CHAPTER YI— Wyatt finds Noma
fees and other costs incident to thU foreNoroen1 this close trf the pike. That you, taken, and bullets fly wild through the or pulp utilized for feed will save scribed,
closure, to wit, The East Helf of Lot Ten
Rarwood alone In her nlome. She does! iCIllv?"
dark."
a certain amount of grain and other . :m(\ri\arttA That tL. Ifltk
I (101I. 0lo<*
Block Thirty-five (35),
(36). in
in tho Otty
There was a meaningless growl
“If it Is left to me," she said qui1917.
: CHAPTER* Yll— ParooB Nlohols comae from an advancing group of horsemen
etly, “I prefer to go with Tom Wyatt/*
.......
to the houes and tolls Noreen of hsr fa- and Anse swore, sparringnit horse
Mortgege*,
But you do not understand,"I meat products output if propeily used |the forenoon,at said Probate Office
iher'e
forward to meet them.
broke in hastily, my pulses throbbing vos
h.'?eby ai,poinl‘d ‘or he»rin8 ,aid *lSm'.Vre «fnl54i,u'
____ o*confs«—thaT ha hlTbee^HS I “By God, Kelly t I’ve had enongh of at her unexpected decision.“They v /Jvi
t>
Petition,and that all persona inter- Buiinsss Addrese.
advance of Anse Cowan, who propooosyour damned grouch. Either you’ll do
£led
in sai j e8lal0 Jppfsr befare
a.u«4
may attack—"
l“b».
..
or m C.T. aSld. of your
Oh, yes, the lady does, Wyatt,"
ERT, DISMISoEU | BaK] COurt, at said time and place, to
wans and Noreen’s dead father. head in, and have done with it I’ve chuckled the lieutenant,his reckless
CHAPTER IX— Anse Cowan and his had enongh, do you hear? I reckon good nature in no wise lost by the VOS SIGNED ” one" CHECK BE- fh«w cau8,e wby a l‘ce.nM ,,0,aell‘he
7<iS5-Eipi.« June 2
arrive and find the preacher
just as interested In overhaulin’
0AU8E OWNER HAD
interefit of said estate in said real ea- STATE OF MICHIGAN-THI
desperation of our position. “She la
| late should not be
bat# Court for the County «f
°0Q' that cuss as you are. Now you obey
Harwood, that'i all * Hullo! here
It is Further Ordered, Thai publlt Ottawa.
comes the cavalry 1 Now, men, to
rne^another Ibu o^Uck’uTk! you
On April 14th last, Fred Bosnia, as notice thereof be given by pabllcatioiAt a session of said Court, held
your posts— and stand up to the muVsteouDla Wyatt tolls Noreen who he is lT[tix baBtnrt, an’ 111 blow the whole
well as F. J. Bosnia and Andrew Vos, Lf a copy of thia order, for three sue at the Probate Office In tbe City of
CHAPTER XI— Wyatt and Noreen re- top Qf y0UI. head off! You’re what? sic.’*
three local boys, were working at the CMI{Te weeks previous to said day ol Grand Haven In said County, on thq
I caught her hand in mine.
Holland Furnace Company. Both An- hMiring. tn the Holland City New. 9 ,5.1
{
* n 1917
£3 ,£oS\r&
2: 1 Joking! Well, let op o» that kind,
"You— you mean that, Noreen
drew Vo. and Fred Bosn.a
prlDted
circulated ll 10‘“
“ '
*
. .
preacher to
will you? I’m tn no humor for it
Present, Hon. JamQ9 J? Pimh9‘|
“Yes; do not refuse. I am not their pay checks on that day, but when
CHAPTER xn-Unable to eecape while Take three or four men, and ride over
F. J. Bosma inquired for his check
’ TAVf„fl T Ttk-Krrnv Judge of Probitf,
jthe cang Is on the mt floor and around
ridge, back as far as the rock. afraid," she Implored. “Take me with
was found that some one else had
^ANHUi,
In the matter of the estate of
you."
‘feiS’Uto'pr«iVh.rC”r'^Cow.nnl*B^ Tbe relcra tn join1 ter h.lt yere a
ceived his check and a duplicate
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate
We came to the platfomn, and felt
Jacob S. Dogger, Deceased.
Accepts and Wyatt forcea the preacher to minate“
therefore given him, and the payment WILFORD F. KIEFT,
marry them.
oar way up the steps. It waa darker
Kelly and his little sqnad trotted
Simon J. Dogger, hating filed his
stopped on the first check, issued to
Begum ef Prvbeto.
| CHAPTER xm-Cowan’s gang Is drivhere, yet my eyes, accustomed to the
ns, circling the end of the
him.
en off by Federal troopa. one of wboeo past
.
petition, praying ilut au instrument
gloom, caught glimpse of crouching Fred Bosma, having broken his right
Officer* la the real Lieutenant Raymond, building,the remainder of the group
filed in said Court be admitted to
7610— Expires June 2
t’°n*Sumsa I of bor.en.en, evidently compered of figures beyond the pulpit Outside, collar bone, had his right arm done
sounding some distance away, Kelly’s in sling, and therefore asked Andrew ftTATE 0F MICHIGAN—
Pro Probate ae tbe last will and testarm a tvtt.'-t)
Cowan’s gang of cutthroaU, scattering
sharp, penetratingvoice shouted an Vos to endorse his check for him.
bata Court for tha County of Ot- ament of said deceased and that adL^s\^?or^riIl 2? «py.ta
along the roadside,with no semblan^
w—v.,
__ _ ____ by ____
___
Later, the F. J. Bosma check was cashorder, __
accompanied
an oath. Ono
minaration of said estate be granted
CHAPTER XV-The camp commandant 0* military discipline. Raymofc of tho kneeling figures rose slowly un-| ed by some one at the Holland Candy tawa
to Simon J. Dogger or tome other
nnd. Captain Fox vlelt Wyatt In his celt touched spur to his horse’s flanks, and
In the matter of the estate of
Kitchen, who in turn bought goods on
suitable
person.
«bt trottingbeck down tb. reed, re til his eyes were even with the win- it from P. 8. Boter k Co. Payment havNellie Nieuwenhuise, Deceased.
dow sill
usee his boyhobd’sknowledge of tho build- though intending to intercept the ad
ing been stopped on that check, tho
Notice Is hcieby given that four month*
It is Ordered, That tbe
fog to prepare a way of
whlch waa not yet
“Men," I said quietly, barely loud
latter store could not get their money
from the 12th of May, A. D. 1917,
enough
to reach their ears. “I am a
lllhday
of June A- D. 1917
CHAPTER XVI-Captaln Fox again tifllble. Cowan looked after him with
sergeant in the Staunton horse artilvisits Wyatt, and tolls him that Norssn
to Holland Candy Kitchen. It was I JSJir ^|nra^l^m8t^^Meilu^ to*^ *t ten o'clock in the forenoon, at laid
has Interceded for him unsucceMfully.and » sneer,
lery. Yonr lieutenant has Just as- found that J>oth fue F. Bosma and court for examination and adjuatment probate office, be and is hereby tpthat Raymondj Jealoua,la puahlng the "TfoQ d— d dandy, ^ he growled to t
signed me to take command at this the F. J. Bosma checks were endowed »nd thxt all credlton of eaid deceased an no:nte(i for hearing eirid netition
MTI',r
man Just behind, gesturing with one
*° present their claims to sale P0,n,eu Ior nearing etnti petition.
end of the church. How many are I.n thp hack Wth the name Fred
I CHAPTER XVII— Wyatt escapesto ths
.
f
attlo and thence to the aherirs offleo by I hand. 1 dont take orders W®
„ • and thrpp local hanker* ac tine ai court- mt th* ^tate Offlce In the city
It Is Further Ordered,That pubUfi
there of you?"
foeans of a disused,old-fashionedchlm- nothin’ like that Would you, Jem?"
0rand Hiven- ,n “,d countr on or
notice thereof he given by pobUcaisy. waahes off ths soot and changsf
'Ten. elr," answered the one near tho^endorsementon both check w.s forethe 12th ^ of September. A. D. 1917 Uon of a copy of this order, for
“I should say not," responded the
piotnes In the desertedwashroom, and reeat,
after a pause, turning his head ^t^n bTtTe same
Wa9 1 and that eeid elalm. win be heard bv *14 three successiveweek, previous to
©onnoitvfx
other, aplttlng into the road. "Whatslightly. “Three at each window, and
Vos
having
acknowledged
that
ho court on Friday,the 14th day of September Usid day of hearing, in the Holland
ever got ua tied up yere with these
signed F. Bosnia's check on the back A. D. 1917 st ten o'clock in the forenoon City News a newspaper printed and
Yankees, Anse, enyhow
I_done four at the door."
circulated In laid county.
Dated May 12th, A. D 1917.
thought aa how we wua flghtln* against { “You have a prisoner,1 understand." for him, at once created suspicion and
JAMES J. DANHOF,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
He gave a muffled sound, as though both Fred Bosma, son of Okka Bosma
the bine-belliesa hit ago; an’ now
(A
true
copy.)
Judge of Probat*
Judge
of
Probate.
of
this
city
and
Andrew
Vos,
son
of
' CHAPTER XX— Wyatt and Norean oh- we’re as thick as two fleas. Did yer
stifling an incipientlaugh.
WILFORD F. KIEFT,
tun horses and escaoe from I^wtaburg.
Rein Vos, were srrested,charged with
-0
“Nuthln* ter worry 'bout; he's lyin’
git yer price?"
Register of Probats.
forgery, and the examination waa held
CHAPTER XXI— They most old Nod
7615— ExpiresJune 2
over thar In the corner with Jack
Cowan laughed grimly.
Cowan In a deosrtsd cabin, and In a fliht
before Justice Robinson in the City
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
The
Probet*
Cowan is ktllsd.
“Thar ain’t no occasion fer yer ter Gold a-guardln’ of him. I reckon the Hall Friday.. The prosecutionswore
Court fog the County of Ottawa.
(Expire! June 29)
worry. Itm,” h. oo.M.d, .rl<l»U, cuss likes prayin' better ner flghtln’ the following witnesses:Corie Dykwell
any
day
0’
ther
week."
time-keeper
at
Holland
Furnace
Co.;
!*» the Matter of the Estate of
CHAHCERY
SALE
wQllng the others close about should
Present danger.
AndriesSteketee,
1 rtate op MICHIGAN,
“All right" I dropped my voice to Henry Winter, assistantcashier of
hear. "We ain’t tied up with no
CHAPTER XXIV.
Yanks, ’cept fer maybe a few hours. a whisper. "Noreen, it will give ns pies State bank; Henry J. Luideni, Notice is hereby given that four months In ,he Circuit Court for the County of Otrreklre Pint Slat. Bank-, Jacob V.r
A D , 1017, have Holland'ourfltak^Baa?*
. Hell! thar wasn’t nothin* else ter do, an ax fra fightingman if yon will keep
H.,; F. J. Bern.; and Henry
,u ow e d
to p^nt . Crepo,.,^
The Trap
bit be friendly. Thar wns thirty & us an eye on Nlohols, and well need
gen, employees of Holland Furnace Co.
them
all
I
shall
be
lees
a
coward
If
Tho lieutenant'sAngara gripped
kerbump Inter thet bunch o’
their claims againstsaid deceased to
Louis A. Maniotokos of Holland Cancourt of examination and adjustment,and Andrew De Bleuw, Gertie D* Bleuw,
cavalrymen, with ther wagon train I believe yon out of danger.
dy Kitchen, and both of the respondA- Jorfen,•
"A coward— youl Tee, of course, I ents, Fred Bosma and Andrew Vos, that all creditors of said deceased are
"By the Lord Harry, the fellows scornin’ a hundred yards away,
quired
to prewnt their cUimi to said court, | portion and p|**eant !.%hllflp!,
make nolBo enough for an army,"
reWe weren’t In no shape fer ter will go/'.
were also sworn.
at the probate office,in the City of
Defendant!,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
whispered. *T reckon they are aUlflfbtabout a huDdred an’ fifty eojera.
The arrest of these two boys, who Haven, in said County or or before the 9th NOTICE is hereby riren that in pursuance
have always been favorably known, Aau
A u.
n 1917
tirlue
ot • decree
of,nthe Circuit
tbere
I reckon, tho’, we’d a had to If that
day nf
ot Q-nt
aept a.
m/, and
ana that
mat aaid
said •nd
Oourtb7for
the c<)0nt
of
created quite a stir in tho community.
“No doubt of It— how la your am- 1 y0ung popinjay bed been in com
claims will be heard bv said court on dated and entered the 21st day of March, A.
The Court, after hearing tho evidence, Monday, the 10th day Of Sept, A, D. 1917 St D, 1917. in the above entitledrsuae, I ihall
mtnd4 He ain’t got the aense of a
dismissed both cases. Prosecuting At- ten o'clock in the
on Monday, the 2nd day of July, A. D. 1917,
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
I “Sixty rounds to a man,". HI dried louse. But Cap Fox, be rode
at two o'clock in the afternoon, at the north
torney, Fred T. Miles, looked after tha Dated May 9, A. D. 1917.
CRAZY
JUMPS
ON
A
BOX
front door of the court houie of laid Counchuckled. “It will cost them tome- 0ut, an* we sorter talked It over. He
Peoples interest and Attorney Daniel
JAMES J. DANHOF, ty of Ottawa, in the City of Grand Haven, in
OAR; FALL OFF NEAR
thing to get through these' log walla. don>t feel very blame kind toward me
Ten Cate represented both of the re•aid County of Ottawa, in the State of MichiFBNNVILLE.
Judge qf Probate.
gan, that beinc the place where the Circuit
Still, we haven't much chance In the Bince our fracas tother night, but he’s
spondentsman interesting points de— :o:
Court for the County of Ottawa ia holden,
end," he added thoughtfully, “for * tojer, an* he knowe wtyrt Ramsay
Lloyd Shannon of Saogatuofcwas sent veloped at the examinationon both
•ell at public auction to the higheat bidder
7630— ExpiresJune 16
they’re bound to get ua. Generally wants. That's what*l banked on, fer to Kalamazoo state hospitalsore weeks sides and much interestwas shown by
all the lande, premiaei end property aituated
OF
MIOmOAV—
Tha
STATE
Probato and being in the Townahip of Olive, County
1 pray for a fight, but now 1 hope \ knew the glneral had give hla orders ags, and last Saturday, while a bail the frisnds of the respondents at the
Court for the County of Ottawa.
of Ottaya and State of Michigan, and deIn the matter of the Eatate of
those Yanks will be kind enough to ter use every means possible ter git game was in progress, he ran away. examination.
acribedaa followa, to wit: The aouthweat
—
He
left Kalamazoo on a freight train
1
quarter (8W.14) of the northeaat quart r
Jane Zocrman, Deceased.
ride
us ter heft out the Yanks. So I Just
,fc (NK.14) and the northweat quarter (NW.14)
and at a point somewhere in Indiana What a Fanner Can Take to Town In
Notice ia hereby given that four mon.«.
quarter (HK14)
1 “And so do I," 1 answered soberly, up an' told ther cap thet we wue out he fell off and badly injured him arm
th* .I 0I
of |ll8
the ionmeaat
eontheaat quarter
(HKfc ) both
both ia
ia Bee.
Sec.
a Boggy
from the 26th of May, A. D. 1917, have No. twenty four (24) in town aix (0) north of
feeling the quick pressure of Noreen’s huntin’ fer ther aame feller he wua; and shoulder, He said he was trying
UVu'od
A farmer’s wife drove into Hasting b„. .Il...dtor creditor, to prc.ro,
flngere. “There they come, Harwood— that my father had been killed,an* to get back to Saogatuck and thought
acrernment aurvey, and all to
aeet two horsemen
I reckoned the Reb spy did It, an* he could go by way of Chicago as well one day last week in a common bugRy
be aof
They were merely black shadows thet from bow oil we wns goln’ fer as any. Sheriff Hillman found him in in which there was also room for $21.60
The laid aale and all rigbtaacquired therepreaunt
their clalma to eaid court, at thaunder
Th# will be aubject
*nd #ntorifl
worth
of
eggs.
A
load
of
wool
there
the right to redeem
outlined against the white road,* but ter fight on their side. I don’t reckon Fennville and returned him to Kalamaprobate office, in tha City of Grand Havan, the property sold from eurh aale within eix
brot $862; a can of cream brot $18.
-1
as
how
be
believed
much
o'
what
I
as they drew somewhat closer the
This CemeteryBoard la Not a Dead One in said County, on or before the 26th day of montha from the time of aale under proviaiona
of Act No. 314, on the Public Acte of the
moonlightgave thejn substance.One sed, but all ther same, he had ter
The cemetery board of Allegan met Sept., A. D. 1917, and that said claims State of Michiganof 1916.
A Patriotic Woman’s Chorus.
was slender, sitting straight In the pretend he did, an* let ns go long
Friday evening and among the things will be hear* by said court on Thursday the Dated, Grand Haven, Michigan, May 10, A.
D. 1917.
addle, but the other slouched awk- without no flghtln'.Bo he done sent
Grand Rapids is training a woman ’s done was the investment of $1,050 in 27th day of Sept. AD. 1917. at tea o’clock
DANIEL ¥. PAGELSEN,
wardly over hla pommel, a larger, ws on ahead, an’ sent thet young snip patriotic chorus, which will, in the Liberty Loan Bonde. That amount, of in the forenoon.
Circuit Court Commiaaioner, In and
along
fer
ter
watch
Tbet’s
the
money
was
on
hand
in
savings
accounts
Dated
May
26th.
A.
D.
1917.
for
Ottawa County, MfohlgiBa
more shapeless figure. In the distance,
event the local soldiery is called out,
Arthur Van Duren,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
the sharp slope ot the hill, ap- how It happened."
head the line of march on the departure for permanentears of cemetery lots, and
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
MI see, an' tennorrer we leaves them singing patriotic hymne. A. Hazenburg the board thought it well to make |h# I
Judgo Of Probato - Holland, Michigan.
the deeper shadow of an ad-
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ANITA GRAND IAVKN WILL
NOW BK WITH US LETTERS

Nan

extra early and take a six mile hike .getting near time for <‘lapa” I think U. 8. They cause a considerable lot
other week and get oat rifles, feut don’t T will .be
b forced. to discontinue.
of trouble some getting shot nearly ev•hoot yet with them.
sry day.
Year sob, Job*.
When we hike we must carry a pack
Here at the barracks bey also have
______ 2.W
P.
t^Give
my
regards to Lorene,
'Wbito Wheat
•weighing about 50 ponnda and then
a very big gym. all equipped. It ia 200
______ 2.70 WILL
Bed Wheat
UNDER THE
some more in n pnil. I am jnet learning Clara, Waag, Grandma, Bed, Jack, Har- by 300 ia sUe. They alto have a picBaekwheat —per
ry, Walter, Stones, De Voya, WestLatUr from Harold Gold*
how to shnve with a straight-edgeraz,BBD CB088 GHAPTBB
veer* and Pippols and every body and ture show here free to all every night.
or. So far I only hnd one little cut.
They have a store heft as big as the
70-81
Oata, per bo --Port Royal, 8. C., May 20,
Our regulnr drill sergeant is • fine tell Diem I t|pnk of, them alL Bemem- H. 8. gym. where they sell pop and toher
mail
service
is
good
and
I
am
. 1.76 National Bad Cross
Cora
---Dear
Folk*:—
But Ons
fellow and we all think he is the beat
bacco and a pool room but no candy
perfectly contentedand b^ppy.
trmi m 9m 1
one on the grounds.
nor sweets eats at all. It seems fuany
Obaptsr
In
a County and Holland
•
Jack.
‘
Regular
military
life
haa
started
now.
.......
WOO
Something ia wrong with tye mail
8t Car Peed -----but they do nqt buy anything but gum
We
get
up
about
5
a.
m.f
and
drill
be____ 66.00
No. Peed
here because I haven’t received any
Has That Ohaptsr
to eat.
Lottor from Manhall Lot Irving.
fore breakfast,then after breakfast un- yet and all the others but one are in
..... .. 67.00
Cracked Corn --- --There is also a swell baseball field,
til dinner, after dinner we rest awhile the same fix. It’ll be straightened out
Marine Barracks, Port Royal, 8. C.
____ 67.00
Corn Meal
and Tennis courts but I can’t see
__ 47.00 Grand Haven Tribune — Grand Haven aid have inspectionof our bodies and in a day or two and it’ll all come in News:—
Bran — --------when we are going to have any time
feet. The more I get of it the better a bundle. The next time you write 1
65.00
Xiddlinga
I will try and give yot
ou a little idea
will complete the organisation of a
to use these, of course we eaq go to
I like it. Tomorrow we must get up wish you would send a box of candy,
Screenings
—
.50.00
of what the Marine Barrracki is like. the show alright and gym. but to
...57.00 branch chapter of the American Red ‘to another camp where we drill for an- .the bigger the better. The food here is
•Oil Meal ---------- - ----We just came here today (May 21;) aud play ball ouly once a week. Now that
_52.00 Cross at the library auditorium tonight,
Cotton Seed Meal
alright, but it is all so plain and subwhat I have seen of the Marine City
side of it; now for the work
Krause Hi-Protein Dairy Feed ---- 54.00
stantial,no cake or pies or onything as you might call it,— it very fine. Wo is one si
when
officers will be named and the
IN
side.
&pw Grade
66.00
like that.
have better eats here.
now
'Badger Horse Feed ... ..........
58.00 chapter started formallyon its work
Next day— We are over to the other eat off of a regular plate aud drink
They are putting up a new barracks
OP
B. K. D. Dairy Feed
..........
48.00 of mercy. Practically 50 citixens of
camp now. We started afloat 6.45 and out of a regular cup and we have apmo at about one-half mile out and it is gotook* it easy so we got here at 8:45. big mess halls which seat at least 509 ing to hold thousands.They are now
Molaaaar * Da OoeAe
of Grand Haven, men and women, have
Borne of the fellows got sore feet, and or 600 at once. There are 5,000 or building big buildings for mess hall*
W.
R.
Harper,
secretary
of
the
state
Batter, creamery
— Ji.'.....
______ .44
already been enrolled in the chapter livestock sanitary commission was in had a rather bad time, but T didn’t 6,000 private marines here all the time. and sleepingQuarters and they are 100
_____ _____
.34
Batter, dairy
x50 ft. wide and I guess they hav*
Pork ------—17 to 17K and there is every reason to believe Coopertville Saturday and ordered , a mind the march and got along alright. Seven companies left today • and six
When
we
get
out
in
the
narade companies came to the barracksand built about 100 or more and they still
90-day
dog
quarantine
for
the
townHatton
that the membership will be inereased
ships of Polkton and Wright to take ground, I am the first one on the our company was one of them. There are building them. Now all that lumVeal ----ZliTto 15
Chickens
J7 many fold as soon as the organization immediate effect. The first 90-day right in the front rank so I have to are between 60 and 100 men in a ber haa to be unloaded; we, that’s us,
company. When we spend between 7 have what they call work weak and
quarantine for the county was lifted be good.
.33 is well established.
Eggs
I ve seen Buck over here already and 8 weeks in training we will be that week you start at 8 P. M. and
May
11,
flftlcu
days
before
its
expiraTAM.
There has been more or less discus- tion. The tefi-year-old son of Herbert andVa-w the Sentinel and. some of his able to go to the Front. We are now work until 10 A^ M. and maybe more.
10.50
Hay, loose
sion of late eoneerning the opposition Gaston, residing two miles north of letters. His company leaves here for on our fourth week of drill today That’s one day; the next day yon
13.00 of Grand Haven members to joining(he
Hay, baled ~
Coopertville,was bitten by a dog a the Barracks in a couple of daya and therefore four more and we are train- wash clothes, and the next day you
Straw ------10.00
work, etc.
ipter
i Red Cross
week ago and U. of M. authoritiesre- we won ’t go for a week or two. When ed ready to leavo when called for. Now
because of the ffact that plans were al- port that the dog had rabies and reeom- we were marchingover here I saw Be;i we probably will be taken the next day
If you are not on work week you do
Rutgers, Irving and that bunch for the after we finish our training— we aro nothing Sunday but go lo church and
ready under way for the organization mened a new quarantine.
first time since they left Holland.
of a chapter in this city. Under the ornot sure as to wheA, but very slim play, etc. They also have one of the
ganization rules under the county nnit
chances of going to Europe, because best bands here in the coontry and it
My address now is *
FOUR HUNDRED RESIDENTS AL
they are taking the old Marines and plays after every meal for about an
Wm. Bypkema is in Grand Rapids however, it is necessary to form a chapPrivate Harold Golds,
LEGED
IN
DEBT
TO
CITY
ter in each county, but in the case of
leaving us to takq their place at- the hour and It sure can play. Well I will
W—J-.
today.
IT
.uimne amm.kw*.-,
FOB METERS
Ottawa both Grand Haven and Hol<ii(Var£&tStations,such as Haitii,Hon- write more when I see more.
land will have branch fbapteri. While
Farit Island, Port Royal, 8. <
olulu, Portio Rico, San Domingo, CtC.
Now please correct the millionsof
YTT^iew 6f the taxpayers and citiPerry Aiklna of Grand Rapids viaited I Gra»4 HsVfn worker believe the main
With love,
We
have a Tmncb that wo may^Q to mistakes in this letter, ’cause I am
zens
of
Grand
Haven
know
that
there
tiimds hare today*
chapter should be located at the county
»r b gramma?, asd I jtaow it. Thq
San Domingo, but no telling where we
Harold.
are on the books of the city nearly
seat, they do not wish to hamper the
>y« all »y hello and are feeling fine.
sure will go. They also station marfour thousanddollars, due the municife are going to have a party tonight
Miss Alice Van Hoven from Zeeland merciful work of the organization by pality from water takers who have failines on board all battleship*and in all
Letter from John Vender Woude
is visiting at the home of her sister, splittinghairs, and a branch chapter ed to pay for wafer meter*, which were
navy yards; one place that ia hard to the eate that I received from tome of
will be organized tonight, in accordance
my Holland friends.
Airs. B. Nysson.
installed some years ago.
Dear Parents — Although I wrote you handle and that is Philadelphia. The
with the suggestion of the state direcBo long to all,
— :e:—
In all there are four hundred water Sunday I received a letter tonight and Germans there are very dangeroua
tora.
even
if
the
papers
do
say
theyare
with
Marshall Irving.
takers iu the city who' have failed to
'Eagles are requested to meet at 0
The American Red Cross work has pay for these meters and the amount I thought I should answer it imme£
•o’clock at their hall tomorrow morning
lately.
been in progress in Grand Haven for due from each one will average very
to take part in the parade.
Firstly, I am much obliged for the
many years. A patriotic body of Grand close to $10.
— :e:—
money.
I sure can use it to good adHaven women have been working on
City Manager Ellison and the City vantage as I am dead broke.
J. A. Congleten left yesterday for an
the surgicaldressings committee and a Government decided some time ago
extended visit to relatives and friends
As to my giving better reports than
freat amount of sewing has been done that this old meter matter should be
in Wheaton,111.
the others,I would say that I am not
or the Red Cross in the way of band- cleaned up.
exaggerating it & bit. I am perfectly
ages and dressings made under the inIt was decided to give all the delin- satisfied, happy, healthy and contented.
Mr*. B. J. Gellick and daughterof
structionsof the Surgical Dressings quents due notice and if no heed was
Grand Rapids are visiting with Mr.
Don’t mind the ill-reports of the other
committee.
paid to the request to turn off the fellows. They are not suffering and
and Mrs. John 8. Kress.
^5?* Moists*** av « •
The work of the American Red water at the end of ten days.
tell their folks that they are all looking
Cross is tremendousand for years the
This action is beiug taken now and fine to my opinion and I am telling the
Hra. Charles E. Gebel from Chicago,
activities' of the organisation have there are some people about the city
la visitingat the home of her parents,
truth. Of course you know military
been felt not only in war but in peace. who are disposed to be a little peevMr. and Mrs. John Widua.
life is no huckleberry picnic, but it is
The entry of America into the great ed.
a lot better than I really had expected.
European struggle has given the Red
But after all the matter is one of My mail is coming very regular now
0”‘n« FI* U. S. Stand ud Uaurr
The cement road now under construe- Cross a tremendous amount of work to
strict business. These account have
r tion on the Zeeland road will be openand
I sure do get plenty of it and boxdo. Preparations of almost inconceiv- been running for a long time. .The
• ed to traffic Friday morning.
es too. After this all my mail can be
able scope are under way, and a mon- people are being given fair notice and
addressed to present address and I will
ster campaign for funds is being waged the great sum due the city is absolutely
be sure to get it. Of course I won’t
Miss Calla Elferdink of Grand Rap- from one end of America to the other.
needed. No business house would be get anything that is addressed to the
ids is visiting her friends and relatives
The organization work of the Red as lenientas the city has been.
T** Ohio V.mfth Co.puy
bunch or any one of ihc bunch ’cause
in ikis city.
Cross costs nothing for officers’ salarthey
are
over
to
the
Barracks
now
Card of Thanks
At the congregational meeting held ies or maintenance, and practicallyevtoo .while I am still at the maneuvering
ery dollar subscribed goes directlyinto
last evening in the First Reformed
We
hereby
wish to express our hear! ground and tell the girls that I am rethe work for the benefitof the Americhurch George Bchuiling and George
can soldierson the firing line and in felt thanks to our many friends and ceiving nearly everything they sen!
Mooi were elected deacons.
neighbors for their kindness and sym and am just tickled all over and am
the hospitals.
of
A
determined effort will be made to pathy shown us during the illness ami wearing a smile that even Col. RooseDon’t forget the pedro party to be
velt would envy. I don’t know what
make
a
great
showing
in
this city death of our beloved father.
given by the Royal Neighbors Thursday
Regular
of
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Dogger, has become of those handkerchiefs and
for the American Red Cross, and any
evening. This is a benefit party and
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dogg«, candy 'cause
have
heard
nothing
friction threatened between this city
Varnish
test its easy
the proceeds will go to the Red Cross.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ebclink about them. As to Mrs. Tilt’s packand Holland is said to be at an end.
— :o:
Miss Bessie Dogger^
ages I have not seen only one of tftem
application, beauty and brilliancy
The Michigan State Telephone Co., The energy which the two contending
Mr. James Dogger.
too. Of course I know of two that
forces
might
have
used
against
one
anmre delivering a new telephone direcon
Furniture, Floors
:o:
were received and chances are the rest
tory containing all new subscribersto other will be turned to channels which
may
have
been.
You
see
the
stuff
is
will help the great merciful mission LINE UP FOB FACTORY LEAGUE
June 1st for the Holland Exchange.
sent to the other bunch and they are lia
of the Red Cross.
ble to double-crossme on it because I
(Have your nickels and dimes ready
The following is the line-up for the am not in their company. You see
tomorrow as you will be asked to buy a
Physicians and health experts have Holland Factory League and the per- Mother we are taught that the only
of one new 10c brush (merely to Insure a fair trial) during our CHIBed Cross sticker. These stickersran
..
begun a campaign against the milk sonnel in the different
NAMEL DEMONSTRATION. (Dates given below.)
friend we have here is our rifle. It is
be put on automobiles or used for varbottle, which they condemn as a pernjust wove into us here and it is a good
ious other purposes. The proceeds will
If larger can is desired.Coupon will apply as 20c against purchase price.
nicious carrier of germs of diseaso.
Holland Shoes— Frank Schrocder, idea when a fellow is with so many
£0 to the Red Cross fund.
The campaign has already won the Cliff Brightrall,Lambert Rinkus, Al- strangers and newly-made friends. I
health department of Pennsylvania,
Name ___
bert De Maat (outside player), John believe I told you in my Sunday letter
Peter Pluim gave his 6th annual piano
which has ordered that glass bottles Van Huis, A. McCarthy, Wm. Vanden about my aftu beiug better from the
pupils ’a recital at his home last evenmust no longer be used. ^
Berg, Leslie Annis, Henry Rowan, John inoeculationand that my vaccination is
Address..
ing, part of his class from this vicinity
As
a
substitute
a
container
of
waxed
Koning and Sam Bosch. A. Ver Bchure now bothering me slightly. Of coarse
and Zeeland taking port. After the
the preventions are insignificantand
to that employed manager.
program refrcNiments were served to
don’t bother to no extent.
for
paper
drinking
cups,
only
stronger
Holland
Furnace—
D.
Jappinga,
R.
75 people and a social time was enjoyed.
It grieves me to think that you are
is coming into vogue. The Scientific Nykamp, Dr. Waltz, H. Zwlering, E.
A very fine program was carriedout.
American in an article describing how BroWer, L. Dalman, B. Stoel, H. Kram- not feeling as chipper as you usually
• Friday evening, June first at 7:4'>, it is made, says it is airtightand shuts er, E. Landwehr,*B. Timmer, D. V. do cause really I am in a mighty good
state of mind. You should bear me
out all light. Light is a common cause Rank.
Mrs. W. W. Gray, .who was formerly
sing, Oh! Babe, Camp songs, etc., and
of
the
souring
of
milk,
especially
in
Chemicals
—
Rosendahl,
Roller,
missionary in Panama, will speak at the
summer
time
when
the
bottle
often
Schcerhorn, M. Vanderbilt, B. Nash, O. as to the war— I never think of it. I
MethodistEpiscopal church. She give
didn’t join for an outifigyou know.
a live, interestingand amusinx talk of stand for many hours in the sutashine Vander Hill, E. Nederveld, C. VerAnd really it will all come out in the
before
being
taken
in
and
placed
in
meulen,
L.
Kuite,
J.
Vander
Hill,
Jater experiencesin Panama. VanDyke’s
wash, hal'ha! I am receivingSentinels
orchestra will play ami a pageant the ice box. Milk can be kept in these cob Van Putten, Jr.
now pretty regularly. I was pleased to
isper
bottle
many
hours
longer
than
Come in and see the magnificent effects produced at
Limberts-Ashley,
Vick,
Woldring,
“America’s Expenditures”will be giv
know that .you have been out in a car.
n
glass.
Batema,
Vap
Domiielcn,
Riemersma,
pin-money cost
en. A silver offeringwill be taken.
It will make you feel better uq doubt.
The principal advantageof the paper Mersman, V*n Bemmelen, Easing, Van As I said before, I sent my clothes
Demonstration June 6 and 7
Putten,
Brent.
B.
Woldring,
manager.
Folkert DeVncs, a prosperous farmer over the glass bottles are that they
West Michigan-Piano—Dick Elton, home in Wilbur Oudermeulen’s suit
near Oakland died at the age of sixty cannot be used a second time; they are
case. If you have not received it yet
three years. Frncral serviceswill be thrown into the garbage pail or the H. Overweg,Rnssel Bahrman, Poppe, of
inquire of Mr. Oudermeulen and then
Piano
factory;
Henry
Steffens.
Poole
Wall Paper and Paint Store
teld Thursday at the home and the furnace as soon as empty; they are
the express office. Bill Leenhouta’ hat
Oakland church. Interment in the Oak- very cheap, and they cannot be used as Bros., A. Print, H; Barkema, Willard
S6 But Eighth Street
is also in the fuit case.
land cemetery. The deceased was born receptaclesfor vinegar, syrup, gasoline Trout, J. Brueker, H. Boelofs, of West
Well, I think I have done pretty well
In the Netherlands. A widow and or keronsene and then returned to the .Michigan; Earl Knutson, High school.
in answering your letter aud as it ii
Henry Tula, manager.
several children survive. Peter De milkman.
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Chi-NamsI
light oak

Will you accept one
our
20c Cans
Chi-Namel
FREE, and
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and Woodwork.

your
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THIS COUPON

clubs:

cardboard

eWHiwntt

DEMONSTRATION

Te

Vriea, city engineer,is a son of Mr. F.
DeVries.

The Superior Cigar Company is of
fering a silver cop to the team winning
the pennant in the factorv league at
the close of the season. The cup has
already been ordered and will be on
display in their window as. soon as
arrives. This beautiful trophy will certainly famish an incentive for all th<)
teams to try to win this cup.
— 0

-

WW*’.

-:-

THE

DRESS-UP

GRAND VILLE FIRE DEPT.
WILL BE MOTORIZED

May

Grandville,
2&— The villagel
council has set aside $350 with which
to motorize the Grandille fire departInent. A committeeof three members
of the council was appointed to make
the arrangements and supeivise the
•irork.

The plans to motorize the departfaeod
is Relieved will be accepted b
• council, will be to purchase a
secon
Band touring car, remove the rear seat!
and build the frame work of the auto
•o aa to attach their present hose cart!
snaking it tractor drawn.
The action was taken after an appeal^
Was made at a recent business meeting
df the Grandville Progressive tsaocit
tion to induce large industriesto locate
ia the village.Replies were received
to the effect that U they were guaranfcetter fire protection they might conflder such a proportion. kWith the fire department motorized,
«nd
water ijocki^ jMcb, the
village goaded itself nearly three years
•go, the cofincif members believe that
there will soon be several large Indus

and the hundreds

Decoration

of Ladies

who have been here so

statement

Newest Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts, Waists and
Hundreds oi Fast Color Childrens' Dresses.
Every Garment Greatly Reduced in

which

far are a proof of this

Our 20th Semi Annual CLEARANCE SALE NOW ON.

7

M

tries here.

r

Always the Newest Styles and Lowest Prices.

and save several dollars right

YOU NEED

IT

MOST.

now when

Ihe French Cloak Store
Where you Always Save Money.

94*-'

Holland. Michigan

